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ABSTRACT
The Covert Repair Hypothesis (CRH) is an account for speech errors in normally fluent
speakers, and also hypothesizes errors in the phonological encoding stage in people who
stutter (PWS). Previous research has shown that PWS exhibit poorer performance
compared to typically fluent adults (TFA) on linguistic tasks designed to tap into the level
of phonological encoding, such as phoneme monitoring. Stuttering and cluttering often
co-occur, thus the field can benefit from extending this methodology to study people who
clutter (PWC). Experiment 1 in Chapter 2 used phoneme monitoring to study
phonological encoding in PWS and PWC, with three conclusions: (1) slower performance
by PWS; (2) increased errors by PWS compared to TFA; and (3) similar performance by
PWC compared to TFA, suggesting that PWC do not exhibit difficultly with
phonological encoding at the single word level. One criticism of the CRH is that the
cause of errors in the speech plan has not been accounted for. Chapter 3 proposed the
Near Neighbor Interference Hypothesis (NNIH) as an account for errors in the speech
plan in PWS, which hypothesizes that due to a lifetime of word-substitution behavior to
avoid stuttering, semantic neighborhoods of PWS may be organized differently than
TFA, with more neighbors and/or stronger connections between neighbors. Chapter 3
tested the NNIH by investigating the effects of the number of associates (NoA) and the
degree of relatedness on performance during lexical decision. Previous research shows
TFA respond faster to words with a high vs. low NoA, and words preceded by a picture
with a high vs. a low degree of relatedness. Following from the NNIH, it was
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hypothesized that the magnitude of these effects would be greater in PWS. In Experiment
2, both groups responded faster to words with higher NoA, but PWS were slower to
respond than TFA overall, regardless of NoA. In Experiment 3, PWS were not overall
slower than TFA, and the effect of degree of relatedness was actually stronger for TFA
than PWS. Together, these results suggest that rather than experiencing a benefit from
more semantic neighbors, it appears PWS may experience interference from these
additional neighbors. Overall, results suggest that PWS may have errors in their speech
plan that originate prearticulatoraily, potentially at the lexical-semantic level, and are
passed down to the phonological encoding level.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction
Stuttering and cluttering are often considered to be related fluency disorders with
different speech output characteristics. Stuttering is typically characterized by repetitions,
prolongations, and blocks, whereas cluttering consists of a fast and/or irregular rate of
speech that leads to overcoarticulation and other errors that decrease intelligibility (St.
Louis, Raphael, Myers, & Bakker, 2003). Research has focused on the speech and motor
aspects of stuttering and cluttering, as well as on potential disruptions at abstract levels of
the speech production process. This dissertation focuses on this latter aspect, specifically
how speech planning prior to articulation may be disrupted in stuttering and cluttering.
Therefore, it is useful to discuss models that account for the speech production process in
normal speakers, as well as how these models can be applied to form hypotheses
regarding disruptions in this process in stuttering and cluttering.
In order to communicate thoughts and ideas to a listener, a speaker proceeds
through a number of highly complex stages of speech planning prior to speaking a word
aloud. Several influential theories have been proposed to account for the architecture of
this process. Some theories are serial in nature (e.g., Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs, &
Meyer, 1999) and propose no feedback between stages or layers, while others (e.g., Dell,
1986) theorize that such feedback does exist and is a crucial aspect of the speech
production process. While the preceding theories are concerned with the linguistic
aspects of speech production, more recently, neural network models have been developed
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to describe motor aspects of speech production, such as the Directions Into Velocities of
Articulators model (DIVA; Guenther, Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006). The DIVA model
proposes both feedforward and feedback control mechanisms which help fine-tune
somatosensory and auditory targets for speech. This model integrates auditory,
somatosensory, and motor function, while also hypothesizing neural correlates for
particular processes. The DIVA model does not account for a specific phonological
encoding stage involving the selection of phonemes, but the more fine-grained GODIVA
(Gradient Order DIVA; Bohland, Bullock, & Guenther, 2010) model does incorporate
this process to some extent. In both the DIVA and GODIVA models, a speech sound map
(SSM) is proposed, which roughly corresponds to, in Levelt terms, a “mental syllabary”
of pre-learned, preprogrammed syllables. Further, in the GODIVA model, the contents of
the SSM are motor programs that are frequently used by the speaker. Thus it remains
slightly different than the traditional Levelt view, which separates phonological stages
from phonetic or motor stages.
The Levelt framework has also been incorporated within a computational model
of spoken word production, called the WEAVER++ model of word-form encoding,
which also now accounts for neuroanatomical findings (e.g., Roelofs, 1992; 2005; 2014).
The WEAVER++ model incorporates many of the important features of previous models
such as spreading activation and competition for selection, as well describing an account
for overt speech errors. Even more recently, Hickok and Poeppel (2007) proposed the
Dual Stream Model, which specifies a ventral stream that is responsible for speech
comprehension as well as selection of lexical items, and a dorsal stream responsible for
mapping acoustical speech signals onto articulatory plans, to include the process of
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phonological encoding. Researchers (e.g., Hickok, 2012) have continued to advocate for
bridging the gap between ‘motor’ vs. ‘psycholinguistic’ approaches, by proposing models
such as the Hierarchical State Feedback Control (HSFC) model. One way in which the
HSFC aims to integrate motor and psycholinguistic approaches is by including not only
lower level motor plans, but also more abstract phonological planning stages, which is
divided into a motor component and sensory component.
These modern models of speech production offer improvements over traditional
models, by including neuroanatomical correlates and by attempting to combine motor and
psycholinguistic approaches. This dissertation is primarily designed and interpreted in
terms of the Levelt et al. (1999) framework, as this model has already led to specific
hypotheses and predictions relating to speech errors in both typical speakers as well as
speakers with fluency disorders such as stuttering. Nevertheless, results from the
experiments described in later chapters will be considered and discussed in the context of
some of these more contemporary models. It can be argued that any model of speech
production should account for normal as well as disordered speech, and these models can
influence how researchers and clinicians approach speech disorders. If particular
functional processing levels are proposed to account for different stages of utterance
preparation, as well as potentially correlate with observable speech behaviors, then it
should be possible to narrow down the functional level of deficit in speech disorders. The
model proposed by Levelt (1989) and Levelt et al., (1999) is shown in Figure 1.1. This
influential model, based on chronometric data from reaction time studies, involves three
stages – conceptualization, formulation, and articulation – and is serial in nature, meaning
activation flows from one stage to the next, and there is no back-tracking between stages.
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Thus, much of the data that it is built upon and that it supports is from the speech errors
made by normal speakers. Speech errors provide researchers with a glimpse into the inner
stages of speech production, as the types of errors that end up in the final output may
correspond to a breakdown at different levels of the production process. In each box of
the Levelt model are mental processes that produce an output, and each mental process
works on the output of the previous process. The mental processes do not interact with
each other and thus there is no feedback between levels. Conceptualization involves
thinking of the message to communicate to another person. Formulation involves
accessing the mental representations of the words and their associated semantic,
syntactic, and phonological information, and ordering these items from left to right in the
internal speech plan. Finally, articulation involves accessing articulatory gestures,
presumed to be stored in a syllabary, and executing the neuromuscular movements
associated with those gestures.
When considering these stages in preparing a message to be spoken, on occasion,
errors are generated in the underlying speech plan. Estimates for the number of errors
vary, for reasons that include how an error is defined. For example, Nooteboom (1980)
proposes that more than half of speech errors are corrected prior to the overt articulation
stage, suggesting that speakers are both aware of their inner speech and that they have
some control over it. Theories have been developed to describe a speech monitor which
inspects the speech plan. Two primary influential and widely-cited models of monitoring
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Figure 1.1. Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer (1999) model of speech production
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are discussed by Postma (2000) and Postma and Kolk (1993): the perceptual loop theory
(Levelt, 1983) and the production-based model (Laver, 1980). In the perceptual loop
theory of monitoring, the speaker does not have direct access to the processes of speech
planning at each stage, but only the output. Here, the monitor is located in the
conceptualizer, which is the same location in which the original message is conceived.
According to Levelt (1983), the monitor can perform two main functions: a) comparing
both inner and outer speech to the intentions of the speaker, and b) comparing inner and
outer speech to some objective grammatical or contextual standard. This function is
termed matching. Further, Levelt suggests that speech can be monitored in three ways.
First, the intended message can be checked during conceptualization. Second, a sensory
feedback loop can be used to inspect the speech plan. Lastly, the utterance can be
inspected following articulation, through an externally located auditory loop. This model
proposes that both the internal and external monitoring loops pass through the speech
perception system. This is elegant because it means that the methods used to monitor our
own speech are one in the same as those used to monitor others’ speech as a listener.
After detecting some error, the speech monitor should also provide corrective commands
Laver (1980) proposes that there are additional methods of monitoring, as
reflected in a production-based model. Contrary to Levelt’s model, the production-based
model allows for physical, sensory feedback (Postma & Kolk, 1993). Such a model also
takes into account the actual processes that create the three levels in Levelts’s model and
any in between steps, rather than the output alone. Two important criticisms of the
production-based model are that 1) some of the information is being accessed more than
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once, which is inefficient, and 2) these separate monitoring steps may slow down the
system (Levelt, 1983; Postma & Kolk, 1993).
Importantly, it is possible that a speech production error could be the result of a
faulty monitor itself, rather than only that something went awry in a particular stage of
utterance preparation. In other words, in a normal speaker, even if an error was present,
for example, at the output of the phonological encoding stage, theoretically the speech
monitor would correct this error. However, if the monitor is not functioning properly, it
may allow the error to be passed along to the next stage. Or, a monitor that is faulty could
detect an error that is not present, issue a corrective command, and cause an overt speech
error.
As can be surmised, it is difficult to tease apart a faulty speech monitor from a
faulty speech production system based on speech output alone. This is an important
aspect of this dissertation, and two hypotheses regarding such a potential distinction have
been proposed. Models of speech production and monitoring theories have been further
incorporated into hypotheses regarding error generation and correction in both normal
and disordered speech. The Covert Repair Hypotheses (CRH; Postma & Kolk, 1993) is
primarily an account for the repair of internal, covert errors in both normal speakers and
people who stutter (PWS), specifically during the phonological encoding stage. At the
level of phonological encoding it is assumed that individual speech components are
assigned to slots or frames, but there is disagreement about whether those individual
speech units are represented at the syllabic or phonemic level. Interacting with this
process of speech production is the speech monitor, which, as described above, inspects
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the output of each stage from conceptual preparation through articulation (Levelt et al.,
1999).
The central idea of the CRH is that the overt errors that listeners hear are side
effects of covert repairs the speaker has made to the internal speech plan. Sometimes
these internal repairs are successful and nothing is detected as an error in the overt
speech, but the processing cost of making that repair can be considerable, and may
impede the progress of an already planned utterance, thus leading to an overt disfluency.
The repair consists of three steps: a) completely stopping the utterance, b) delaying the
execution of the next part of the planned utterance, and c) repeating (overtly) a segment
of speech that is already being executed. Essentially there is a cycle in which the repair is
detected, the speech is stopped, the plan is revised, and the new plan is carried out, but
this takes effort and resources which may make the current speech plan temporarily
unavailable, accounting for the overt disfluencies. In fact, studies have suggested that
increased cognitive load leading to a decrease in monitoring resources affects a speaker’s
error detection abilities (Oomen & Postma, 2002), sentence comprehension (Baddeley &
Hitch, 1974), and speech monitoring skills (Jou & Harris, 1992). It is also possible that
the monitoring and execution processes are not synchronized, resulting in a timing
deficit, which would undoubtedly cause errors as well.
According to the CRH, covert repairs should be similar to the overt repairs that
speakers make, and linguistic factors affecting errors should be included in any account
of speech errors. Therefore the type of (covert) error will affect both the type of repair
that is made as well as where in the sentence, phrase, or word the speaker will backtrack
to in order to make the overt repair. The CRH posits that semantic and syntactic errors
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may cause the speaker to go back further, for example to the beginning of a phrase, while
phonemic errors may only require retracing to the beginning of a syllable. These are
examples of restarts, but speakers can also use postponement as a repair strategy. This
type of repair affects as yet unuttered speech, and is proposed to cause silent blocks or
prolongations. How far ahead in the speech plan can an error monitor look? Blackmer
and Mitton (1991) suggest that the look-ahead range of the monitor is the capacity of the
articulatory buffer, which is proposed to hold a few phonological phrases at a time
(Levelt, 1989). This is also related to the rate of speech, of course, which determines how
quickly items are removed from the buffer, consequently affecting its capacity.
In summary, models of speech production and theories of monitoring such as
those proposed by Levelt can inform us about normal as well as abnormal processes of
speech production. Further, the CRH is one additional way in which researchers have
used these models of speech production to begin to account for disfluent speech in
normal speakers, but also in stuttering. The following sections will review research on
linguistic and motor aspects of stuttering, as well as a related fluency disorder called
cluttering. In speech disorders, these aspects are typically considered separate. In other
words, many disorders are termed ‘speech’ disorders versus ‘language’ disorders. Yet it
is easy to conceptualize that deficits which may be language-based can affect motor
performance, and lead to symptoms seen in disorders such as stuttering and cluttering.
Finally, this introductory chapter concludes with a sketching of the framework of this
dissertation, which will primarily be informed by and interpreted in terms of Levelt’s
model of speech production. This model has led to predictions about stuttering as a
prearticulatory planning deficit, and one focus of this dissertation will be to test those
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predictions, specifically as they relate to phonological encoding. A second focus of the
dissertation will be to attempt to explain behavioral symptoms of cluttering in terms of
such models, in order to contribute new findings to the small body of literature on this
topic.
1.2. Stuttering
Considering the aspects of speech that are typically disrupted in a fluency
disorder, stuttering usually involves prolongations, repetitions, and/or blocks, and these
core behaviors may be accompanied by secondary behaviors that are used to escape from
or avoid stuttering, such as eye blinks, stalling, changing words, or faking a cough
(ASHA, 1999; Van Riper 1971; 1982). Developmental stuttering usually begins in early
childhood, during a time of increased linguistic processing demands (Yaruss, La Salle, &
Conture, 1998), with approximately 75% of PWS showing symptoms before the age of 6
(Ward, 2006). It is also known that stuttering runs in families, is more common among
boys, and that more girls than boys recover (Ambrose & Yairi, 1999; Guitar, 2006).
Stuttering is also likely to co-occur with other speech and language disorders (Blood,
Ridenour, Qualls, & Hammer, 2004; St. Louis & Hinzman, 1998; St. Louis, 1992)
including motor control problems in both speech and nonspeech movements (De Nil,
1995; Guitar, 2006).
Stuttering has been conceptualized as a disorder of motor control and/or
execution, or at the very least, involving a component of motor control (e.g., Ingham,
1998, Ludlow & Loucks, 2003; Kent, 2000; Wieneke, Janssen, & Brutten, 1995;
Wieneke, Eijken, Janssen, & Brutten, 2001; Zimmerman, 1980). Support for the effect of
linguistic factors on stuttering has also been found; for example stuttering is more likely
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to occur at the beginning of words or phrases, and on more complex sentences (e.g.,
Bernstein, 1981; Bloodstein, 2006; Brown, 1938, 1945). Certainly one can imagine that
stuttering can be both a motor and a language disorder, or that it could be affected
disruptions in both systems. Kent (2000) summarized three hypotheses as to how to
characterize stuttering: a) the existence of linguistic vs. motor subtypes, b) ‘equal’
disruption of both linguistic and motoric systems, and c) that linguistic/language deficits
lead to stuttering. The following sections will describe research on motor and linguistic
factors in stuttering.
1.2.1. Motor control
Zimmerman (1980) proposed a model of disfluency that involves an inability to
regulate reflex signals controlling the articulators, which causes repetitive motions
leading to disfluencies, supporting Kent’s (2000) hypothesis regarding a motor subtype of
stuttering. Specifically, Zimmerman proposed that PWS may be hypersensitive to
dysregulation of these signals and excitation of reflexes (i.e., lower thresholds), or,
perhaps PWS have normal thresholds, but are more variable in motor control. While the
Covert Repair Hypothesis mentioned previously is not a hypothesis about motor control,
it shares the similar basic idea that PWS may exhibit hypersensitivity in some regard.
Potentially, these deficits may not be limited to the speech and language domain. PWS
have been shown to be slower on some motor tasks (for a review, see Smits-Bandstra,
2010) and Ludlow and Loucks (2003) suggest that stuttering is similar to other motor
control disorders, such as focal dystonias. Additionally, the study of acquired stuttering
may inform the study of developmental stuttering. Although acquired stuttering is
different in terms of the secondary behaviors, oftentimes the primary symptoms (e.g.,
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types of disfluencies) are similar. Many studies looking at lesion location in acquired
stuttering have found basal ganglia involvement, especially the putamen, suggesting a
motor and/or timing component, while others have found the corpus callosum to be the
lesion location, and only a few have suggested primarily cortical regions (Ludlow &
Loucks, 2003).
Findings from neurophysiological studies have suggested that the abnormal
control of speech potentially lies in differences in the order of activation of brain areas
involved in overt speech, and that this may relate to the overt motor behaviors seen in
stuttering. Using magnetoencephalography to examine single word reading, Salmelin,
Schnitzler, Schmitz, and Freund (2000) found that the sequence of activation of different
brain areas involved in overt speech differed between PWS and controls. In controls, the
left inferior areas activated first, followed by the left central motor region. In PWS, the
left central M1 motor region for motor execution was activated before the left inferior
region for articulation programming. Neuroimaging studies have found atypical basal
ganglia activity or abnormal activity in areas receiving basal ganglia output, both during
fluent and disfluent (invoked) speech (Wu, Maguire, Riley, Fallon, LaCasse, Chin… &
Lottenberg, 1995). Braun, Varga, Stager, Schulz, Selbie, Maisog… & Ludlow (1997)
found higher activity in PWS in the right caudate nucleus and lower activation in
supplementary motor area (SMA) compared to controls in both fluent and disfluent
conditions. These findings suggest that the underlying speech motor system may be
unable to regulate muscular activity in PWS even during fluent speech.
While stuttering may be related to hypersensitivity, many studies have shown that
PWS are more variable in their responses. Wieneke, Jannsen, and Brutten (1995) found
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that, compared to controls, PWS exhibited increased variability during speech using
recordings from electroglottography (EGG). Variability in the speech of PWS has been
shown to normalize under fluency enhancing conditions, such as delayed auditory
feedback (DAF), choral reading, masking noise, and rhythmic speech (Janssen &
Wieneke, 1987), lending support to the Zimmerman (1980) hypothesis that stuttering is
primarily a disorder of disregulation of feedback. Wieneke, Eijken, Janssen, and Brutten
(2001) analyzed the variability in fluent versus disfluent portions of an utterance
containing a disfluency, hypothesizing that the timing will be more variable even in the
(perceptually) fluent portions of an overall disfluent utterance compared to entirely fluent
utterances. Results, however, did not support their hypothesis, as there was no difference
in variability in the fluent portions of disfluent utterances compared to fluent utterances.
These findings suggest that the underlying problem in stuttering is consistent (i.e., the
variability remains similar in fluent vs. disfluent speech), and it can be argued that the
results support the idea that fluency enhancing techniques likely are not effecting
permanent change in PWS.
One problem facing researchers focusing on motor control is that it remains
difficult to disentangle potential language deficits that may exist at more abstract levels,
and their effects on the subsequent motor movements. In an attempt to remove the effects
of abstract language effects, Archibald and De Nil (1999) used jaw movement
measurements to find partial support for the presence of oral kinesthetic differences not
related to language. Citing previous research suggesting that PWS needed visual
feedback (compared to proprioceptive only) in order to make the smallest jaw movements
possible, Archibald and De Nil (1999) found that the increase in jaw movement in the
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nonvisual condition compared to the visual condition was significantly greater in mild
PWS compared to controls. In moderate/severe PWS there were significantly slower
movements in the nonvisual condition compared to the visual condition, suggesting
perhaps they are being more careful, or the presence of increased muscular tension.
Overall, PWS were slower in general on these non-linguistic motor tasks that crucially
involve the same speech musculature. Namasivayam and Lieshout (2008) investigated
motor practice and learning in PWS using electro-magnetic midsagittal articulometer
(EMMA), which measures articulatory variability of different muscles in the oral cavity.
They found that motor learning over time may be limited in PWS, lending support to a
more generalized motor problem in stuttering. Indeed, some researchers caution the use
and interpretation of reaction time as an outcome measure when studying stuttering, as
PWS have been found to be slower on a variety of motor tasks (Smits-Bandstra, 2010).
1.2.2. Language
In addition to the arguably more obvious motor speech factors involved in
stuttering, researchers have also been interested in the linguistic or language aspects of
stuttering. Common observations include more frequent stuttering at the beginning of
clauses or sentences (Bernstein, 1981; Brown, 1938; Conway & Quarrington, 1963;
Griggs & Still, 1979; Quarrington, Conway, & Seigel, 1962; Soderberg, 1967; Wingate,
1979), on longer words (Griggs & Still, 1979; Hejna, 1955; Silverman, 1972; Soderberg,
1966, 1967), on utterances with longer mean length of utterance (MLU; Yaruss, 1999;
Zackheim & Conture, 2003), on more grammatically complex utterances (Yarus, 1999),
on sentences with grammatical errors (Bernstein-Ratner, 1998), and on less-familiar,
conspicuous, or unpredictable words (Hejna, 1955; Quarrington, 1965; Soderberg, 1966;
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Trotter, 1956). Citing much of this evidence, Bloodstein (2006) hypothesizes that
developmental stuttering arises due to language formulation problems in early childhood,
specifically as they relate to syntactic planning.
The specific issue of lexical access difficulties in PWS is controversial with some
research suggesting deficits (Gregory & Hill, 1999; Packman, Onslow, Coombes, &
Goodwin, 2001; Wingate, 1998), although word fear cannot be ruled out (Conture, 1990).
Yet, others have not found lexical access problems (Batik, Yaruss, & Bennet, 2003). In
adults, stuttering is more likely to occur on content words than function words, and this is
a consistent finding (Brown, 1938, 1945; Howell, Au Yeung, & Pilgrim, 1999; Johnson
& Brown, 1935). On the other hand, in younger children, stuttering is more likely to
occur on function words (Bernstein, 1981; Bloodstein & Gantwerk, 1967; Howell et al.,
1999). Bloodstein (2006) points out that speech in childhood typically starts with
pronouns or conjunctions. Taken together, these findings indicate a complex relation
between lexical status, speech and language processing, and stuttering.
As mentioned, stuttering has been hypothesized to be a disorder of linguistic
preparation specifically resulting from disruption in the phonological encoding stage of
speech production (e.g., the Covert Repair Hypothesis [CRH]; Postma & Kolk, 1993), or,
more broadly, a poorly functioning internal speech monitor at the level of phonological
encoding (e.g., the Vicious Circle Hypothesis [VCH]; Vasic & Wijnen, 2005). To
reiterate, the CRH was developed to account for disfluencies in both normal speakers as
well as PWS, and, as such, postulates that the disfluencies of PWS are only qualitatively
different than speech errors made by normal speakers (Postma & Kolk, 1993). Central to
the idea of the CRH is that disfluencies heard by the listener are a result of covert repairs
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to errors in the internal speech plan. That is, it costs the speaker to complete this prearticulatory editing. In PWS, a hypothesized deficit in the phonological encoding stage
results in a greater number of errors that need to be repaired, further resulting in the
subsequently greater number of overt disfluencies in the speech of PWS.
Positing a slightly different hypothesis, the VCH hypothesizes that the deficit in
stuttering is not a greater number of errors in the phonological plan, but rather a
hyperactive internal speech monitor (Vasic & Wijnen, 2005). Citing inconclusive
evidence for a phonological encoding deficit in PWS, Vasic & Wijnen suggest that
heightened and excessive monitoring of the speech plan results in a higher than normal
threshold for perceived correct speech. This then results in a monitor that is predisposed
to detecting minor temporal fluctuations in speech, which would otherwise pass
inspection in normal speakers, and this is what results in disfluencies in overt speech. In
other words, rather than having an excessive number of errors in the phonological plan,
as in the CRH, according to the VCH, PWS have a hyperactive monitor that sees errors
which are not actually there. Thus the central tenet of the CRH is still applicable to the
VCH: overt errors are still a result of internal repairs. It is the source of these repairs that
differs among the two theories.
Previous research involving tasks such as phoneme priming (e.g., Burger &
Wijnen, 1999; Byrd, Conture, & Ohde, 2007; Melnick, Conture, & Ohde, 2003; Wijnen
& Boers, 1994), phoneme elision (e.g., Byrd, Vallely, Anderson, & Sussman, 2012),
nonword repetition (e.g. Aboul Oyoun, El Dessouky, Shohdi, & Fawzi, 2010; Gathercole,
2006; Hakim & Ratner, 2004; Ludlow, Siren, & Zikria, 1997; Sasisekaran, Smith,
Sadagopan, & Weber-Fox; 2010) and phoneme monitoring (e.g. Sasisekaran & De Nil,
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2006; Sasisekaran, De Nil, Smyth, & Johnson, 2006) provide valuable information on the
phonological encoding and segmentation abilities of PWS, and relate to the hypotheses of
the CRH and VCH. For example, Wijnen and Boers (1994) found that primes consisting
of consonants only, as compared to primes containing a consonant and a vowel, did not
facilitate naming as well in stutterers as in a control group. These results were not
replicated, however, in Burger & Wijnen (1999), who concluded that some stutterers may
have impaired phonological encoding, as only four of the nine stutterers in the original
Wijnen and Boers (1994) study exhibited the overall group pattern (Vasić & Wijnen,
2005). Byrd, Conture, and Ohde (2007) investigated phonological priming in children
who stutter, and their results suggested that stutterers employ a more ‘whole-word’
method of encoding rather than assembling the words using individual speech segments.
Melnick, Conture, and Ohde (2003) did not find any difference in priming effects
between stutterers and nonstutterers, but did find more variability in reaction times (RT).
Sasisekaran, De Nil, Smyth, & Johnson (2006) suggested that this may be related to
impaired phonological abilities.
Nonword repetition (NWR) is often used to investigate phonological working
memory which is in turn related to the phonological storage and encoding process in
speech production, as NWR likely requires temporary storage of the individual speech
elements prior to encoding and producing them again during repetition (Gathercole,
2006). Most research on NWR in stuttering has been carried out with children (e.g. Aboul
Oyoun, El Dessouky, Shohdi, & Fawzi, 2010; Hakim & Ratner, 2004) and results
generally suggest that there is a relationship between phonological processing and
stuttering. With adults, Ludlow, Siren, and Zikria (1997) investigated practice effects
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during NWR and found that the practice effect was not as strong in stutterers, which they
interpreted as support for phonological encoding deficits in stutterers. (For a review of
methodological issues related to RT and practice effects in stuttering, see Smits-Bandstra,
2010.) It is also possible that such results are due to difficulty translating an auditory
speech signal into articulatory code.
Recently, Byrd, Vallely, Anderson, and Sussman (2012) studied NWR and
phoneme elision in stuttering. Participants repeated words from two to seven syllables in
length in the NWR task, while in the phoneme elision task they repeated the word
without a specific phoneme, which “requires that the person accurately encode the nonword in their working memory” (p. 190). The results of this study suggest that previous
studies may not have been sufficiently ‘taxing’, as the differences between stutterers and
non-stutterers were only found in repetition of 7-syllable non-words. No significant
differences were found between groups in the phoneme elision task, which the authors
suggest might have been found had the task been more taxing, for example, having to
repeat the word without an entire syllable, or not allowing prior overt production of the
word. Additional support for the fact that complexity of the nonwords may be a factor
was found in Sasisekaran, Smith, Sadagopan, and Weber-Fox (2010). They measured
speech motor performance during NWR in children and adults, and found that adults only
showed learning effects on the most complex nonwords.
Another task, phoneme monitoring, has been used in speech production research
and is proposed to include monitoring and assembly of the phonemes in much the same
manner as is completed before overt speech. Wheeldon and Levelt (1995) investigated
the time course of encoding during (covert) speech production, and did indeed find a
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position effect, that is, that the time taken to monitor phonemes at the beginning of words
is longer than that of phonemes that occur at the beginning of the following syllable.
Sasisekaran et al. (2006) and Sasisekaran and De Nil (2006) investigated phonological
encoding during covert (silent) speech using a phoneme monitoring task that was adapted
from Wheeldon & Levelt (1995), who used a translation task in bilingual speakers. In
both of these studies, stutterers were found to have longer reaction times when
monitoring for phonemes during silent picture naming.
This body of research suggests a prearticulatory deficit in the speech production
process, though it has proved difficult to tease out the role of the internal speech monitor
alone. In summary, there is evidence that stuttering may result from a disruption in either
motor planning/execution or language production, and it remains difficult to tease apart
effects from the different stages of speech production. Therefore, continued research
aimed at discovering the functional level of deficit in stuttering is warranted. Stuttering is
a multifaceted, complicated, and poorly understood disorder, despite decades of research
into both motor and language approaches, with attempts to ‘subtype’ stuttering based on
motor or linguistic etiology (e.g., Kent, 2000; Riley, 1971, Froeschels, 1943). More
recent reviews (e.g., Seery, Watkins, Mangelsdorf, & Shigeto, 2007; Yairi, 2007) have
discussed subtyping of stuttering beyond that of the traditional distinctions of
developmental, neurogenic/acquired, and psychogenic. Considering developmental
stuttering primarily, not all PWS exhibit the same type, number, or severity of
disfluencies, nor do they respond in a uniform way to therapy techniques. Even biological
characteristics could reflect subtypes of stuttering, as it is commonly observed that more
males than females stutter, and stuttering runs in families. Although stuttering most often
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begins at a very young age, age of onset can vary significantly, as can the course of
stuttering (Van Riper, 1971; Yairi & Ambrose, 2005).
This very brief summary of the variable nature of stuttering supports continued
investigation aimed at determining the functional level of deficit in stuttering, and the
aforementioned models of speech production are an excellent means of generating
testable hypotheses. Should subtypes of stuttering exist, these should be reflected in
differential performance on tasks designed to tap into one level of the speech production
process vs. another. Findings from research programs aimed at differentiating between
deficits at particular stages might then lead to improved treatment strategies for PWS.
1.3. Cluttering
Cluttering is defined by ASHA as, “a fluency disorder characterized by a rapid
and/or irregular speech rate, excessive disfluencies, and often other symptoms such as
language or phonological errors and attention deficits” (ASHA, 1999, p. 10). There is
considerable debate about how to define cluttering, and consensus has not been reached
(e.g., St. Louis, Myers, Bakker, & Raphael, 2007; St. Louis et al., 2003; St. Louis &
Schulte, 2011; Daly, 1992; Daly & Burnett, 1996; Ward, 2006, 2011; Weiss, 1964).
Importantly, cluttering often co-occurs with other speech and language problems,
particularly with stuttering (Howell & Davis, 2011; St. Louis, 1996; Van Riper, 1971)
further complicating progress on delineating the precise symptoms of cluttering alone.
People who clutter (PWC) are reported to show an excessive number of “normal
disfluencies” such as hesitations, interjections, revisions, unfinished words, and phrase
repetitions (Systematic Disfluency Analysis; 1994), as well as intelligibility problems
that are worse when the person speaks rapidly (St. Louis et al., 2007). Particularly, they
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often omit or run syllables together (St. Louis et al., 2007). PWC may have difficulty
planning or knowing what they want to say, or talk too fast or in bursts, while PWS
typically have no problems planning their utterances, yet have involuntary interruptions
in their speech output, both of which are perceived by the listener as disfluent (St. Louis,
1998). In a description of cluttering for the general public, St. Louis and Hinzman (1986)
further described PWC, in part, as seemingly unable to formulate their thoughts in such a
way as to clearly express their ideas, which could implicate a conceptual deficit. These
behavioral symptoms could be due to linguistic and/or motor factors, and evidence in
favor of each is reviewed in the following sections. It is assumed that there are no other
cognitive or psychological factors in PWC that may contribute to this potential
disorganization, although rigorous testing of such factors has not been done.
1.3.1. Speech and Motor
PWC have been described as having difficulty speaking clearly, due to their
excessively rapid speech, which leads to phonological/phonemic and articulatory errors,
especially in longer words (Daly & Burnett, 1996; St. Louis et al., 2007; St. Louis &
Schulte, 2011). It is sometimes difficult to ascertain whether these errors are pure
articulation errors or reflect a phonological stage deficit, though there is some evidence to
suggest increased articulatory variability in PWC (Hartinger & Moosehammer, 2008).
Indeed, there are individuals who speak fast but with no associated decreased
intelligibility, and these speakers do not clutter (e.g., Freund, 1970; Myers, 1996). St.
Louis and colleagues (e.g., St. Louis, 1992; St. Louis et al., 2003; St. Louis et al., 2007)
have been refining a ‘working definition’ of cluttering for the last ten years, resulting in a
‘lowest common denominator’ definition (St. Louis & Schulte, 2011) which describes
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PWC as having a fast and/or irregular rate of speech combined with specific errors
(described in detail in Chapter 2). Other speech characteristics include excessive
coarticulation, articulation errors, lack of speech rhythm, monotonous speech, and
festinant speech (Ward, 2006). Van Riper’s (1982) Track II PWS (often referred to as
cluttering subgroup of PWS) have more silent gaps, hesitations, stumblings, abortive
beginnings, revisions, interjections, back-ups, retrials, and changes in direction, as well as
lack of awareness of their speech errors.
Cluttering has also been described in terms of its motor involvement. Lees, Boyle,
and Woolfson (1996) reported a case study of a 15-year-old clutterer whom they
evaluated following a referral from a fluency disorders specialist. The client was reported
to be difficult to understand due to elisions (i.e., omission of one or more syllables),
disfluencies, a rapid rate, and phonological problems, with difficulties in reading and
spelling as well. In their evaluation, the authors found interjections, repetitions, revisions,
variable rate, and elisions that considerably lowered his intelligibility. In conclusion, the
authors found “slow movement of articulators, slow diadochokinetic rates, short
phonation time, and fast speech rate when only perceptually fluent utterances were
assessed” (p. 286). Lees et al. suggest that these results support Myers’ (1992) assertion
that PWC speak faster than they are able, and further suggest that this may be due to poor
motor control of many aspects of the speech mechanism. Becker and Grundman (1970)
found that children who exhibited symptoms of cluttering also exhibited abnormal motor
performance, singing, and sense of rhythm, other skills which require precise motor
control, but which are not limited to the speech domain. Grewel’s (1970) motor cluttering
consists of behavioral symptoms such as multiple metatheses, elision, telescoping of
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sounds, monotony, and poor sense of rhythm. These latter two studies indicate that motor
control in cluttering may not be limited to the speech domain, though this is not agreed
upon by all experts (e.g., Ward, 2011).
1.3.2. Language
In contrast to the many motor speech behaviors reported to be associated with
cluttering, Daly and Burnett (1996) define cluttering as “a disorder of speech and
language processing, resulting in rapid, dysrhythmic, sporadic, unorganized, and
frequently unintelligible speech” (p. 239), indeed regarding language formulation
problems as essential and nearly always present, rather than a rapid rate. Grammar and
syntax difficulties, lexical access problems, overuse of fillers, semantic paraphasias,
mazes, and pragmatic difficulties have also been reported as characteristics of cluttering
(Ward, 2006). PWC have also been described as having difficulty with utterance planning
(St. Louis, 1998), as well as showing specific symptoms that could be related to a ‘central
language imbalance’ (Weiss, 1964), including expressive and/or receptive language
disorders, excessive hesitations/silent pauses, unfinished words, interjections or fillers,
vocabulary deficits, as well as morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic
language abilities (for a review, see St. Louis, 1996). Differentiating between motor
cluttering and sensory cluttering, Grewel (1970) reported more language-related
symptoms in sensory cluttering, including word-finding difficulties, and suggested these
individuals may not necessarily speak fast overall, but too fast for their own language
formulation abilities, which is echoed by Myers (1996). PWC have also been reported to
show shorter pause time (Rieber, Breskin, & Jaffe, 1972), indicating a potential lack of
time dedicated to utterance planning. Finally, PWC have been reported to have problems
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with word order in both written and spoken language, as well as word omissions (Becker
& Grundman, 1970), highlighting the notion that the deficits seen in cluttering may not
be limited to oral language.
DeHirsch (1970) suggests that cluttering results from a language formulation
problem, particularly due to an overloaded system. Similarly, Myers (1996) describes
cluttering as a manifestation of a system that is operating faster than the user can handle,
and this notion continues to receive support. For example, Van Zaalen-Op’t Hof, Wijnen,
and De Jonckere (2009) found that children who clutter do in fact form grammatically
correct sentences, when given ample time to do so, and point to a deficit particularly in
the formulation stage of language production. Additional evidence for a possible deficit
at this stage comes from a study by St. Louis, Hinzman, and Hull (1985) who found that
speakers exhibiting symptoms of cluttering exhibited more repetitions of longer ‘entities’,
repeating words and phrases more often than syllables.
Together these findings point to a potential prearticulatory deficit in the speech
production process in PWC, and as noted by Ward (2011), these behavioral symptoms
span the stages of utterance planning from conceptualization up to articulation. One
challenge that presents is that many of the so-called speech/motor symptoms (e.g.,
elisions, excessive coarticulation, hesitations, interjections, revisions) may actually reflect
language formulation breakdown, rather than strictly speech difficulty. In fact, some
authors (e.g., Bretherton-Furness & Ward, 2012; Grewel, 1970; Van Zaalen et al., 2009;
Ward, 2006, 2011;) suggest that subtypes of cluttering may exist, in which individuals
have relatively more difficulty at one level compared to another. Such gradience would
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not be surprising, given the relatedness of stuttering to cluttering along with the similar
suggestions made for stuttering (e.g., Kent, 2000).
1.4. Purpose and Outline of the Dissertation
The aim of this dissertation is to add to the body of research investigating the
nature of speech planning deficits in fluency disorders, primarily in stuttering. Although
Chapter 2 also focuses on cluttering, the experiments in Chapter 3 will solely focus on
PWS, due to PWC recruitment constraints resulting in low statistical power. In Chapter 2,
I report results of a study investigating phoneme monitoring, which is a partial replication
of a previous study in PWS as well as an extension to PWC. Sasisekaran et al. (2006)
found that PWS are significantly slower than typically fluent adults (TFA) at monitoring
their internal speech for the presence of a target phoneme during silent picture naming.
The PWS in that study did not exhibit this increased reaction time when detecting the
presence of an auditory tone in a sequence of tones. PWS were also no different than
controls with regard to simple motor reaction times, or in accuracy in either the linguistic
or auditory monitoring task, suggesting a specific deficit in linguistic monitoring, rather
than a general monitoring deficit. A natural step is to investigate cluttering using
paradigms that have been previously used to investigate speech production deficits in
stuttering, and this is the premise of the second chapter of this dissertation. Accordingly,
in Chapter 2 (Experiment 1), I present findings from a phoneme-monitoring study
involving PWS, PWC, and TFA. Results from Experiment 1 will inform the field about
similarities and/or differences between cluttering and stuttering in phonological
encoding/internal speech monitoring, as well as provide specific information about as yet
untested potential phonological deficits in PWC. A common problem faced by clinicians
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and researchers alike is differentiating cluttering from stuttering, partly due to their
frequent coexistence (e.g., Van Zaalen et al., 2009). Yet, the existence of ‘pure’ cases of
each disorder suggests that while they may be related, they are indeed separable. The
discovery of a task that differentiates the disorders would be an exciting contribution to
the field, providing clinicians and researchers with a diagnostic tool.
Results from Chapter 2 of both increased RT and decreased accuracy during a
phoneme monitoring task suggest that PWS have slow and erroneous phonological
encoding, offering support for both the CRH and VCH hypotheses. What the results do
not do, however, is point to any particular cause of the problems PWS have at this stage:
why would there be errors in the phonological code? Indeed, major criticism of both
CRH and VCH hypotheses is that it is not clear what would cause PWS to have errors in
their phonological plan, and/or a monitor that is overly active. One potential explanation
is that the errors originate prior to phonological encoding, for example retrieving the
correct lexical and morphological information. Chapter 3 (Experiments 2 and 3) will
investigate lexical/semantic processing in PWS to determine if the errors found at the
level of phonological encoding in fact originate earlier in the speech planning process.
Finally, Chapter 4 will discuss the finding from all three experiments as a whole,
summarize their implications, and offer directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: DIFFERENCES IN INTERNAL SPEECH MONITORING
IN STUTTERING AND CLUTTERING
2.1. Introduction
It has been suggested that cluttering and stuttering are related fluency disorders,
with different output characteristics. On the one hand, people who stutter (PWS) exhibit
speech characterized by repetitions, prolongations, and blocks (‘stuttering-like
disfluencies’; Campbell & Hill, 1994; Yairi & Ambrose, 1992). In contrast, people who
clutter (PWC) present with a rapid and/or irregular rate of speech and ‘normal’
disfluencies such as interjections, pauses, and hesitations (St. Louis, Raphael, Myers, &
Bakker, 2003; St. Louis & Myers, 1998; St. Louis, Myers, Bakker, & Raphael, 2007).
Some have suggested that an underlying deficit in phonological encoding and/or
monitoring of the internal speech plan may cause the disfluencies in the final speech
output of PWS (Postma & Kolk, 1993; Vasić & Wijnen, 2005). The purpose of the
present study was to test the hypothesis that a similar deficit may be present in PWC,
accounting for their rapid, error-prone speech. This was tested through several linguistic
and non-linguistic monitoring tasks in PWS, PWC, and typically fluent adults (TFA).
2.1.1. Defining Cluttering
Although several definitions of cluttering may be found in the literature, as well
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as speculation regarding variables that may cause the problem (e.g., St. Louis et al.,
2007; St. Louis et al., 2003; St. Louis & Schulte, 2011; Daly, 1992; Daly & Burnett,
1996; Ward, 2006, 2011; Weiss, 1964), St. Louis and colleagues (e.g., St. Louis, 1992;
St. Louis et al., 2003; St. Louis et al., 2007) have been refining a ‘working definition’ of
cluttering (St. Louis & Schulte, 2011). This definition is based on behavioral data from
PWC rather than only from theoretical perspectives, although the latter remain important.
In general, this definition describes PWC as having a fast and/or irregular rate of speech
combined with errors. Specifically, the definition states:
Cluttering is a fluency disorder wherein segments of conversation in the speaker’s
native language typically are perceived as too fast overall, too irregular, or both.
The segments of rapid and/or irregular speech rate must further be accompanied
by one or more of the following: (a) excessive “normal” disfluencies; (b)
excessive collapsing or deletion of syllables; and/or (c) abnormal pauses, syllable
stress, or speech rhythm. (St. Louis & Schulte, 2011, p. 241-242).
This definition continues to highlight the importance of rate deviations as the primary
symptom of cluttering. This definition has recently been adopted into a diagnostic
worksheet for clinicians (Scaler Scott & Ward, 2013), it continues to be refined by other
researchers (e.g. Van Zaalen, Wijnen, & DeJonckere, 2009), and is the one adopted for
the purposes of the present study (discussed in more detail in section 2.1.2).
While speech motor control has been studied widely in relation to stuttering, only
few studies have been devoted to this topic in cluttering. Still, PWC have been shown to
exhibit differences in voice onset times (VOTs) when compared to people who do not
clutter (Hartinger & Pape, 2003) as well as greater articulatory variability, in particular
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during complex linguistic tasks (Hartinger & Moosehammer, 2008). By contrast, others
have noted ‘tendencies’ for PWC to exhibit deficits in general motor control, showing
‘clumsiness’ (Daly 1996) and difficulty on musical tasks (Weiss, 1964), for example.
Items related to general motor control are therefore included in the Predictive Cluttering
Inventory (Daly, 2006), though Ward (2011) points out that correlations between
cluttering and deficits with general motor control do not prove that motoric processes
cause cluttering.
2.1.2. Stuttering, Cluttering, and Models of Speech Production
One of the earliest descriptions of cluttering that refers to an underlying language
component, as opposed to regarding cluttering as a speech motor execution issue alone,
comes from Weiss (1964), who posited that cluttering was one aspect of a “central
language imbalance.” Indeed, the fact that PWC have been noted to report difficulty with
utterance planning is suggestive of a more central deficit (St. Louis, 1998), with others
also suggesting that language disturbances are associated with cluttering (e.g. Daly,
1992; Daly & Burnett, 1996; Ward, 2006; 2011).
Cluttering often co-occurs with other speech and language problems, particularly
with stuttering (Howell & Davis, 2011; St. Louis, 1996; Van Riper, 1971). Weiss (1964)
even notes that cluttering “may have its roots in stuttering” (p. 5; see also Howell &
Davis, 2011; Preus, 1981; St. Louis, 1996). In fact, many people who ultimately receive a
diagnosis of cluttering were initially referred for stuttering (Howell & Davis, 2011).
Cluttering may be more prevalent in families that also have members who stutter (St.
Louis, 1996) and some researchers report approximately one-third of PWS exhibit
additional symptoms of cluttering (Preus, 1981), although confirmation of this finding
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must await further empirical study. Howell & Davis (2011) examined the diagnosis of
cluttering in a group of PWS, and found that 12% of the speech samples were also
classified as cluttered. Therefore, given the seemingly close connection of cluttering to
stuttering, empirical study of cluttering relative to what is known about stuttering appears
warranted.
As a more linguistic or language-oriented account for stuttering, the Covert
Repair Hypothesis (CRH; Postma & Kolk, 1993) may be relevant to cluttering, and to the
differentiation of the two disorders. According to the CRH, stuttering disfluencies result
as the side effects of the speaker’s internal repairs of errors generated during
phonological encoding. A variation of the CRH, the Vicious Circle Hypothesis (VCH)
proposed by Vasić & Wijnen (2005), hypothesizes that the disfluencies in stuttering are
the result of a faulty speech monitor that attempts to repair errors which are not actually
present. This is in contrast to the original CRH, which hypothesizes that true errors do
exist in the phonological plan. Vasić and Wijnen suggest that PWS are ‘hypermonitoring’
their speech, and that subtle changes in aspects of speech, for example stress or short
temporal changes such as those that occur in plosives, are (incorrectly) considered to be
errors. These two variations of the CRH are not incompatible and there is evidence in
favor of each variant (see Brocklehurst, 2008). PWS may have errors in their speech plan
due to frank phonological encoding deficits, as well as a monitor that has become
hypersensitive to minor discrepancies in the speech plan. In PWS, then, errors as well as
these minor temporal discrepancies may lead to disfluencies because of
‘hypermonitoring’.
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If a hypermonitoring deficit is at the heart of disfluencies in PWS, the seemingly
unchecked, error-prone and rapid speech of PWC rather suggests the absence of an
effective prearticulatory internal speech monitor, which would make cluttering a
hypomonitoring problem. Due to ‘hypomonitoring,’ errors in the speech plan would not
be detected before articulation and therefore make their way to the final output. Prearticulatory monitoring is assumed to slow down the speech production process in
unimpaired speakers (Levelt, 1989), so its absence would account for increased speech
rate. In addition, computational modeling suggests that speech errors arise when
monitoring is minimized, which is typically done to increase speech rate (Roelofs, 2000).
PWC are frequently unaware of their speech deficits, and do not seem to be very skilled
at ‘online’ monitoring (i.e., attending to their rate and intelligibility) while they are
speaking (Daly & Burnett, 1996; Teigland, 1996). Based on the present authors’
experience, PWC often report being told to slow down or stop mumbling, but just as
often feel that the listener is the one with the problem. Hypomonitoring, then, might
account for the rapid speech rate as well as the high error rate, in cluttering, assuming that
errors are generated at a pre-monitoring level as suggested by the CRH.
2.1.3. Previous Research on Phonological Encoding in Fluency Disorders
Phonological encoding entails the assignment of speech segments to their
sequential timing slots (Levelt, Roelefs, & Meyer, 1999). According to Levelt’s
incremental speech planning model, the phonological code produced during phonological
encoding is subject to the speaker’s internal speech monitor. Although phonological
encoding has not yet been investigated in PWC directly, previous research suggests that
PWS may indeed have deficits at the level of phonological encoding (Au-Yeung &
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Howell, 2002; See also Chapter 1 for a detailed review of such research in stuttering). Of
particular interest to the present study, Sasisekaran et al. (2006) and Sasisekaran and De
Nil (2006) investigated phonological encoding during covert (silent) speech production
with a phoneme monitoring task. Results indicated that PWS were significantly slower
than controls when monitoring for phonemes, but not during auditory tone monitoring or
during simple motor tasks, suggesting specific problems with the selection of
phonological segments during encoding, or alternatively, with the monitoring of the prearticulatory speech plan, which is also used to detect errors. An alternative interpretation
is that PWS have difficulties assembling the phonemes into the phonological code, rather
than the selection of the phonemes themselves, that is, something goes awry during serial
ordering and creation of the phonological code, even though the correct phonemes have
been selected. Given these various interpretations, the need to provide further empirical
data to support or refute such speculation, and the fact that phonological difficulties may
be shared by both PWS and PWC motivated the further exploration of this area of
investigation.
Specifically, Experiment 1 aimed to extend the methodology of Sasisekaran et al.
(2006) to study phonological encoding in cluttering, to investigate whether the
phonological manipulation abilities of PWC differ from PWS and (TFA) using a
phoneme monitoring task. This covert speech task requires completion of the
phonological encoding step and invokes the internal speech monitor, as participants must
silently scan the phonological code to decide if a sound is present. The task employed in
the Experiment 1 assessed phonological encoding through a monitoring task, and
following Wheeldon and Levelt (1995), it was assumed that this task taps into the
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syllabified phonological code. Wheeldon and Levelt (1995) found that covert-speech
monitoring was affected by syllabic structure, and argue that it is the phonological output
(prior to articulation) that is being monitored, rather than segmental spell-out, which is
not syllabified, according to the Levelt model. They also argue that it is not the phonetic
plan that is monitored, as participants were still able to monitor during articulatory
suppression (i.e., placement of a device preventing movement of the articulators).
Phonological encoding abilities will be examined in Experiment 1 with regard to
both accuracy and reaction time. First, errors may be due to incorrect phonological
encoding (assuming correct lexical retrieval), or due to inaccurate monitoring. If the
speech output patterns of PWC reflect deficient phonological encoding and/or prearticulatory monitoring abilities, these speakers are expected to be more error-prone than
TFA on a phoneme monitoring task. There is a possibility that requiring PWC to monitor
would reduce the probability of their errors, but it was assumed that if PWC are forced to
use their internal speech monitor that is deficient in some way, this will likely still lead to
errors. While the presence of errors alone in this covert speech monitoring task would not
provide direct information regarding the specific level of deficit, their presence would
indicate subtle underlying issues in utterance preparation that are unrelated to the overt
articulation act itself. Such a finding would contribute to the sparse existing literature on
linguistic aspects of speech planning in cluttering, and provide a basis for further
hypothesis development and testing.
The potential effects of a hypothesized hypomonitoring deficit on reaction time
(RT) are less straightforward; however, at least three potential outcomes may be possible.
First, if the phonological encoding process is simply faster in PWC than TFA, PWC may
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be expected to show faster RTs during phoneme monitoring, as the output of the
phonological-encoding step will be available for monitoring sooner. A second possibility,
however, is that if the internal monitoring step is normally absent or compromised in
PWC, there would be little reason to expect faster times when they are forced to
deliberately monitor the internal speech plan in an experimental task. In fact, this might
even result in increased RTs on a task designed specifically to invoke the monitor, as the
speech planning system is not accustomed to such deliberate monitoring, possibly
resulting in slower responding. Third, if the level of deficit in cluttering is further along
in the speech production process, for example, at the level of the phonological buffer or
even motor execution, performance on a covert phoneme monitoring task should not
differ from that of TFA either in terms of accuracy or RT.
In summary, if one important contributor to cluttering is a hypomonitoring deficit,
then PWC should be less able than other speakers to ‘catch’ and repair phonologicalencoding errors pre-articulatorily. If this is the case, it was predicted that PWC would
show higher error rates on a silent-speech monitoring task than TFA, and RT data will
shed light on the level of deficit as well.
Finally, although the primary focus of Experiment 1 is on cluttering, it is also a
partial replication of a study on stuttering by Sasisekaran et al. (2006), who found that
PWS showed normal accuracy but slower RTs than TFA, suggesting hypermonitoring in
PWS (i.e., more time spent monitoring, slower response/reaction time). A group of PWS
was included to validate the present results against those of this previous study, and to
serve as pilot data for Experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 3. Therefore, comparisons will be
made between all three groups of participants.
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2.2. Methods and Materials
2.2.1. Participants
Summary data for the three groups of participants can be seen in Table 2.1 (PWC
and PWS) and Table 2.2 (TFA). All participants in each group were native speakers of
American English. A formal hearing test was not completed; however, all participants
reported no symptoms of hearing loss, with the exception of one PWC who was
consequently excluded from the study. No participants reported difficulty hearing the
stimuli during familiarization and practice. Groups were also comparable in education
level (PWS: M = 16.9 years; PWC: M = 17.4 years; TFA: M=16.2 years; p = .357) and
age (PWS: M = 33.8 years; PWC: M = 27.6 years; TFA: M = 26 years; p = .673). Due to
the challenge of recruiting PWC, it was not possible to match the experimental groups for
gender (PWC, 6/7 females; PWS, 4/10 females), so to allow the independent assessment
of gender effects, our control group was balanced for this factor (TFA, 11/19 females).
People who clutter (PWC).
Excluded participants. Eight PWC were initially recruited, with one PWC
excluded due to a self-reported 65dB monaural hearing loss.
Diagnosis procedure. Three PWC had been previously diagnosed with cluttering
by a speech-language pathologist and expert in fluency disorders, including cluttering.
The remaining four participants were recruited by a second speech-language pathologist
with expertise in fluency disorders. For these participants, a diagnosis of cluttering was
made according to the St. Louis and Schulte (2011) definition, similar to the summary of
cluttering behaviors given by Scaler Scott and Ward (2013; see Table 2.3).
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Table 2.1. Participant demographics for people who clutter (PWC) and people who
stutter (PWS).
Participant

Age

Sex

Handedness

SSI

PWC1
PWC2
PWC3
PWC4
PWC5
PWC6
PWC7
PWS1
PWS2
PWS3
PWS4
PWS5
PWS6
PWS7
PWS8
PWS9
PWS10

20
51
26
31
20
22
23
26
31
65
30
19
21
20
75
21
30

F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F

Right
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Right
Right

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Severe
V. Mild
Moderate
V. Mild
V. Mild
V. Mild
Moderate
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Informal
Severity
Mild
Mild
Mod
Mod
Mod
Mod-Sev
Mild
Mod
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mod-Sev
Mod-Sev
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mod

Education
(years)
15
18
16
21
14
15
23
16
16
20
20
13
13
13
22
21
15

Table 2.2. Participant demographics for typically fluent adults (TFA).
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Age
44
32
27
62
27
21
30
21
20
20
20
19
27
22
18
21
20
22
21

Sex
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F

Handedness
Right
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Education (years)
24
18
18
16
20
15
22
17
14
14
14
15
17
15
12
14
14
15
14

Classification criteria. PWC had to exhibit either a perceptually fast or irregular
rate of speech. That is, if the participants did not speak with a fast rate at all times, they
exhibited bursts of fast speech. Second, all participants had to have at least one of the
following additional symptoms, as per St. Louis and Schulte (2011): (a) excessive normal
disfluencies, (b) excessive collapsing or deletion of syllables, or (c) abnormal pauses,
syllable stress, or speech rhythm. These behaviors were marked as present or absent (See
Table 2.3) and this is how a diagnosis of cluttering was determined. At this time, this
definition of cluttering does not specify number of symptoms that must be present, but
rather emphasizes that in addition to a fast and/or irregular rate of speech, PWC must
exhibit further speech errors, as detailed above. No PWC exhibited stuttering, or had a
history of speech or language therapy for deficits other than cluttering.
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Table 2.3.Summary diagnostic information for people who clutter (PWC)
based on definition from St. Louis & Schulte (2011).
Subject
FR
IR
END
ECDS
AP
AS
ASR
PWC1
+
+
+
+
PWC2
+
+
+
+
PWC3
+
+
+
+
+
PWC4
+
+
+
+
PWC5
+
+
+
+
+
PWC6
+
+
+
+
+
PWC7
+
+
+
+
+
Note: FR = fast rate, IR = irregular rate, END = excessive normal
disfluencies, ECDS = excessive collapsing or deletion of syllables, AP =
abnormal pausing, AS = abnormal stress, ASR = abnormal speech rhythm.

People who Stutter (PWS).
Excluded participants. One PWS was excluded due to difficulty with task
compliance, one was excluded due to simple motor RTs greater than three SD above the
mean of all PWS, and one was excluded due to comorbid neurological diagnoses. Three
PWS in the initial group exhibited additional symptoms of cluttering, but their primary
behavior was stuttering. These three participants were excluded to maintain ‘pure’
groups. One younger PWS (age 14) was excluded as well, as participants in the two other
groups were all adults.
Diagnosis procedure. As all PWS had been previously diagnosed with stuttering
in childhood or adolescence by a speech-language pathologist, no formal diagnostic tests
of stuttering were performed. All participants exhibited both primary (e.g. disfluencies)
and secondary (e.g., escape or avoidance behaviors) stuttering symptoms during testing.
Classification procedure. Of the final group of 10 PWS, no participant was
diagnosed with or reported any speech or language deficits other than stuttering. All PWS
were considered to have developmental stuttering, as the symptoms began prior to
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adulthood with no specific cause, so no participants stuttered as a result of a neurological
event, such as a stroke or other brain injury.
Typically fluent adults (TFA).
Excluded participants. Twenty-three TFA were initially recruited as individuals
with no history of speech or language deficit. Two participants were excluded due to
error rates on the complex auditory monitoring task that were greater than three SD above
the mean. One was excluded due to the presence of a neurological disorder. One
additional participant was excluded due to difficulty with task compliance.
2.2.2. Target Stimuli
Twenty eight disyllabic (CVC.CVC; see Appendix A) words were chosen for the
phoneme monitoring task, and were depicted as color photographs of real objects.1 This
number, double that of Sasisekaran et al. (2006) (n = 14), was used in order to increase
power and partly compensate for the expected small sample size for PWC, as cluttering is
less prevalent than stuttering (Daly & Burnett, 1999; St. Louis et al. 2003). Word
frequency, imageability, phonological neighborhood density and phonotactic probability
were matched between the 12 words borrowed from Sasisekaran et al. (2006) and the 16
new words used in the present study (all t values < 1; See Appendix B), based on data
from the MRC online database (Wilson, 1987), the Washington University Neighborhood
Database (Sommers, 2000), and the University of Kansas Phonotactic Probability
Calculator (Vitevitch & Luce, 2004). Additionally, all items were matched with regard to
1

As in the Sasisekaran et al. (2006) stimuli, a few words (4) had an internal /s/+obstruent cluster, in which

the /s/ may be considered ambisyllabic. A separate analysis excluding these words did not yield different
results from those presented below.
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phonological complexity (i.e. number of syllables, number of phonemes, and syllabic
structure).
2.2.3. Tasks and Procedure
Following informed consent, participants completed the following tasks: PCI,
conversational sample, story retelling, picture familiarization, picture naming, phoneme
monitoring, simple auditory monitoring, simple motor, and complex auditory monitoring
tasks. These tasks were administered to all participants in this same order. The entire
testing session lasted approximately one and a half hours, and participants were given
breaks between each task to reduce fatigue.
Familiarization of target photos. Preceding the naming task, each participant
was given up to five minutes to study the name associated with each of the 28 photos
used in the naming and phoneme monitoring tasks. During this familiarization procedure,
each photo was presented to each participant one at a time on a computer screen.
Naming. During the naming task, the target pictures were presented automatically
using E-Prime 2.0 software. Participants were asked to name each picture as quickly as
possible. Each picture was presented for three seconds. Participants were required to
name 26 of the 28 photos correctly to continue and all participants were able to do so. If a
participant named a picture incorrectly, the experimenter provided the correct name, and
the participant reviewed the picture. Reaction times were computed offline following
testing using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2011).
Phoneme monitoring. During this task, participants monitored for the presence
of a target phoneme during covert picture naming of the 28 photos. The phoneme could
occur in one of four positions within each bisyllabic word (C1VC2C3VC4, e.g.,
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“p1ig2l3et4”). Four blocks were created and each block consisted of 56 trials. Each trial
consisted one of the 28 photos/words with each photo/word occurring twice, once with
and once without a target phoneme. Target phonemes consisted of /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/,
/m/, /n/, /s/, /r/, /l/, /ʃ/, /f/, /v/. For each phoneme, the total number of occurrences across
all words was calculated. This number was then doubled and distributed as evenly as
possible across all four blocks, with half occurring in a word in which it was a target
phoneme, and half occurring in a word in which it was not a target phoneme. Thus, each
phoneme had an equal chance of requiring a yes response across all four blocks. Each
phoneme occurred between 4 (/f/) and 26 (/k/, /l/, /s/) times, balanced across the four
blocks (56 trials each, 224 trials overall).
Participants wore headphones with an attached microphone and sat in front of a
laptop loaded with E-Prime 2.0. In each trial, a fixation cross of 500ms preceded the
auditory presentation of the words “monitor for” followed by auditory presentation of the
target phoneme plus schwa (e.g., /bə/). The target picture then appeared on the screen and
participants indicated presence or absence of the phoneme by pressing the corresponding
button, which then began the next trial. If during any trial the participant did not respond
within 3000ms, the next picture appeared on the screen and the experiment continued.
Simple auditory monitoring. During this task, participants monitored for the
presence of a target tone within a subsequent sequence of four tones. There were a total
of 26 trials in each of four blocks, for 104 trials in total. Similar to the phoneme
monitoring task, the target tone could be in one of four positions within the sequence of
tones. The target stimulus in all trials was a 1000Hz tone lasting 100ms. In half of the
trials, the remaining three tones were 500Hz (“presence”) and in the other half, all four
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tones were 500Hz (“absence”). The sequence of tones was 550ms in length in total. The
purpose of this task was to investigate the general auditory monitoring skills of each
group, and to rule out an overall monitoring deficit, not only affecting internal, but also
external monitoring. This procedure was identical to the auditory monitoring task used by
Sasisekaran et al. (2006).
Complex auditory monitoring. Sasisekaran et al. (2006) noted that one
limitation of their methodology was that their auditory monitoring task may not have
been comparable in complexity to their phoneme monitoring task. Therefore, in the
present study, in an effort to more closely approximate the difficulty and stimulus variety
represented in the phoneme monitoring task, a second and more complex auditory
monitoring task was included. The procedure remained similar, that is, monitoring for a
target tone, but in this task there was a wider variety of possible tones. Ninety six trials
were presented during which the participant monitored for a 500Hz, 1000Hz, 2000Hz, or
2500Hz tone in a subsequent sequence of four. The remaining tones in the sequence were
chosen from the same four frequencies, with the addition of a 1500Hz tone to replace the
tone used as a target tone. For example, if the target tone was 2000Hz, and it was an
absence trial, the subsequent sequence of four tones included a 500Hz, 1000Hz, 1500Hz
(to replace the 2000Hz target tone), and 2500Hz tone. If the trial was a ‘presence’ trial,
the tones consisted of 500Hz, 1000Hz, 2000Hz (target), and 2500Hz. The length of the
tones were approximately the same length as the length of the target phonemes stimuli in
the phoneme monitoring task.
Simple motor task. For the examination of baseline RTs and simple gross motor
abilities in each group, participants also completed a simple motor task (96 trials), in
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which participants had to respond as quickly as possible to a 500Hz tone (550ms), by
button press, following a variable interstimulus interval of 200ms, 500ms, 1000ms, or
1500ms.
2.2.3. Data Analysis
Analyses of RT and errors were both of interest. Errors on the naming task were
defined as no response or saying an incorrect word. Self-corrections were not counted as
errors. Errors in the simple motor task were defined as no response or responding due to
anticipation of the tone (RTs less than 100ms). With regard to the phoneme monitoring
task, to allow for analyses of phoneme position effects, percent accuracy and RTs were
calculated only over the trials that included the target phoneme. Errors were defined as
incorrectly marking the absence of target phonemes (i.e. ‘miss’ rates). RTs were
calculated in two ways: including and excluding incorrect trials. In both methods, noresponse trials were excluded. Results did not differ between these two analyses, so only
RTs for accurate responses are presented here. For all analyses, the alpha level was set at
0.05. Main effects of Group were assessed using one-way ANOVAs, with experimentwide Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. During the phoneme monitoring
task, each group evidenced faster times and lower error rates in the first position
compared to all other positions, as in Sasisekaran et al. (2006). Therefore, RT and error
rates were also analyzed using only positions two through four, and both methods again
yielded the same results. For ease of comparison to the Sasisekaran et al. paper, results
are reported using all four positions; however ‘position’ was not included as a factor in
the statistical analyses for simplicity and due to expected low power to detect differences
between positions.
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2.3. Results
2.3.1. Reaction Time
Picture naming and simple motor tasks. For the picture-naming and simple
motor tasks, data are missing from two TFAs due to computer error. No main effect of
Group was found for picture naming latency of the target photos, F(2, 35)=0.740,
p=0.484 (Figure 2.1 and Table 2.4), or for the simple motor task, F(2,37)=0.180, p=0.836
( Figure 2.2 and Table 2.5).

Table 2.4. Reaction time (RT) and accuracy (% error) for
PWS, PWC, and TFA in the picture naming task.
Picture Naming

M
SD

RT (ms)
PWC PWS TFA
854
913
844
103
165
128

PWC
1.5
2.8

% error
PWS
1.8
3.03

TFA
1.2
1.6

Table 2.5. Reaction time (RT) and accuracy (% error) for
PWS, PWC, and TFA in the picture naming and simple
motor tasks.
Simple Motor

M
SD

RT (ms)
PWC PWS TFA
249
250
257
21
18
37

PWC
0.006
0.007

% error
PWS
0.0061
0.009
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TFA
0.005
0.01

Figure 2.1. Mean reaction time and percent error for all groups
during the picture naming task (error bars represent one SD).
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Figure 2.2. Mean reaction time and percent error for all groups during the
simple motor task (error bars represent one SD).
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Phoneme monitoring task. On the phoneme monitoring task, the main effect of
Group for RTs was not significant F(2, 37)=2.061, p=0.142 (Figure 2.3 and Table 2.6).
PWC were not significantly slower than TFA on this task. However, it is of interest to
note that, as in Sasisekaran et al. (2006), PWS exhibited longer RTs than TFA by almost
200ms, even if this difference did not reach significance (p=0.149).
Simple auditory monitoring task. There was no significant between-group (i.e.,
PWC vs. PWS vs. TFA) difference in RTs for the simple auditory monitoring task (F(2,
37)=1.119, p=0.313 (Figure 2.4 and Table 2.6).
Complex auditory monitoring task. There was no significant between-group
(i.e., PWC vs. PWS vs. TFA) difference on RTs on the more complex auditory
monitoring task (F(2, 37)=0.503, p=0.609 (Figure 2.5 and Table 2.6).
2.3.2. Accuracy
Picture naming and simple motor tasks. There was no significant betweengroup difference in error rate during picture naming, F(2, 36)=0.296, p=0.745 (Figure 2.1
and Table 2.4), or for the simple motor task, F(2, 37)=0.094, p=0.911 (Figure 2.2 and
Table 2.5).
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Table 2.6. Reaction time (RT) for PWC, PWS, and TFA during phoneme,
simple auditory, and complex auditory monitoring tasks.
Phoneme
Monitoring
RT (ms)
PWC PWS TFA
M 1222 1380 1157
SD 257
275 216

Simple Auditory
Monitoring
RT (ms)
PWC
PWS TFA
914
1009 1040
98
169
191

Complex
Auditory Monitoring
RT (ms)
PWC PWS TFA
729
711
766
187
181
204

Figure 2.3. Mean reaction time during the phoneme monitoring task.
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Figure 2.4. Mean reaction time during the simple auditory monitoring task.

Figure 2.5. Mean reaction time during the complex auditory monitoring task.
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Phoneme monitoring task. There was a significant between-group difference for
accuracy on the phoneme monitoring task (F(2, 37) = 5.473, p=0.008), with follow-up
pairwise comparisons indicating that PWS exhibited significantly more errors (M=18.3%,
SD=11.4) than TFA (M=9.6%, SD=5.6; p=0.011) and a nonsignificant trend to make
more errors than PWC (M=9.4%, SD=5.3; p=0.065; Table 2.7 and Figure 2.6). There
were no difference in errors between PWC and TFA, suggesting that these groups were
equally good at detecting the presence of a target phoneme.
Simple auditory monitoring task. The main effect of Group for accuracy on the
simple auditory monitoring task was significant (F(2, 37) = 3.461, p=0.042). Although
follow-up pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni correction) did not reach significance,
this main effect appears to be driven by a higher error rate in the PWS, compared to the
other two groups. The mean accuracy of PWC (M=1.6%, SD=4.4) was not significantly
different from TFA (M=2.3%, SD=3.5; p=1.0) or from PWS (p=0.141; Table 2.7 and
Figure 2.7). The pairwise comparison between PWS (M=7.3%, SD=8.6) and TFA also
did not reach significance (p=0.068), but PWS did make numerically more errors than
both PWC and TFA. This finding is discussed further in section 2.4.3.
Complex auditory monitoring task. The main effect of Group on complex
auditory monitoring accuracy was not significant (F(2, 37) = 0.291, p=0.749), with
similar performance across groups (Table 2.7 and Figure 2.8).
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Table 2.7. Accuracy (% error) for PWC, PWS, and TFA during the phoneme,
simple auditory, and complex auditory monitoring tasks.
Phoneme
Monitoring
% error
PWC PWS TFA
M
9.4
16.8 9.6
SD 5.3
11
5.6

Simple Auditory
Monitoring
% error
PWC
PWS TFA
1.6
7.5
2.3
4.4
9.6
3.5

Complex
Auditory Monitoring
% error
PWC PWS TFA
14
10.7 11.5
6.9
7.23
8.5

Figure 2.6. Mean error rate on the phoneme monitoring task.
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Figure 2.7. Mean error rate on the simple auditory monitoring task.

Figure 2.8. Mean error rate on the complex auditory monitoring task.
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2.3.3. Post-hoc Analyses
Newly added stimuli. As a post-hoc check, a separate comparison was made
using the RTs during the naming task separately for the words from the Sasisekaran et al.
study (M = 897ms, SD = 148) and our newly added words (M = 844ms, SD = 144), and
found that the newly added words were named significantly faster (across groups),
although this difference was only 53ms (t(33) = 2.857, p = .007). The accuracy of the
words from the Sasisekaran et al. study (M = 98.5%, SD = 3.8) was not significantly
different than that from the newly added words (M = 98.7%, SD = 3.0; t(33) = -0.253, p =
.802). In the phoneme monitoring task, participants exhibited a trend to respond faster to
the newly added words as compared to the words from the previous study (t(35) = 1.946,
p = .06). Error rates were not significantly different between the two groups of words
(t(35) = -1.045, p = .303).
Absence trials in phoneme monitoring task. The trend for PWS to be less
accurate on the simple auditory task may indicate inattention or insecurity. To test this,
accuracy and RTs on the ‘absence’ trials in the phoneme task (i.e., trials when no
phoneme target was present.) were also checked In this secondary analysis, PWS, PWC,
and TFA were no different at detecting ‘absence’ of a phoneme, F(2,33) = 0.242, p =
.786. (PWS: M = 95.0%, PWC: M = 95.9%, TFA: M = 95.9%). RT results mirror those
presented for the ‘presence’ trials, namely that PWS are slower but that this difference is
not statistically significant, F(2,33) = 1.258, p = .298 (PWS: M = 1326ms, PWC: M =
1270ms, TFA: M = 1181ms).
PWS compared to TFA. A separate analysis comparing only PWS to TFA on the
phoneme monitoring task (thus, without the requirement of correction for multiple
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comparisons) did yield a significant difference between groups for RT (t(27) = 2.415, p =
.023), replicating Sasisekaran et al. (2006).
Effects of age on performance. Despite the absence of significant mean age
differences between the groups, one PWC, two PWS, and one TFA were older than 50
years of age, so it was possible that age was a contributing factor to the increased RT and
lower accuracy of PWS on the phoneme monitoring task. In a separate analysis excluding
these participants, resulting in improved age-matching across groups, the results did not
change for the experimental tasks in terms of RT or accuracy. There were also no
differences when comparing older participants (above age 50) to younger participants (all
p values > .105). When including all participants, there was a trend for there to be an
association between age and accuracy on the phoneme monitoring task (ρ = .307. p =
.069), with no association found between age and either dependent measure for any other
experimental task (all p values > .158). When looking within TFA only, there were no
significant correlations between age and either dependent measure on any experimental
task (all p values > .252).
Effects of gender on performance. The performance of males versus females
overall, as well as within the TFA, on the phoneme monitoring task was also examined.
When all participants from all groups were included, neither RT nor accuracy was
significantly different between males (n = 15; M = 1246ms, 14% error) and females (n =
21; M = 1221ms, 10% error) (p values for RT and accuracy of .775 and .112,
respectively). When examining potential gender differences within the TFA, results of
nonparametric Mann Whitney U tests revealed no significant differences between males
(n = 8; M = 1190ms) and females (n = 11; M = 1133ms) for RT (p = .545). There was a
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trend for male TFA to make more errors (12.5% error) than female TFA (7.4% error) on
this task (p = .062). Although male PWS (n = 6; 16.5%) made more errors than male
TFA (n = 8; 12.5%) on this task, this difference was not significant (p = .414).
2.4. Discussion
The present study sought to test the hypothesis that cluttering reflects
hypomonitoring of the internal speech plan, following suggestions of phonologicalencoding and hypermonitoring problems in the potentially related disorder of stuttering.
The present study resulted in three main findings. First, PWC’s performance was
essentially indistinguishable from that of TFA with regard to both the time course and
accuracy of monitoring. Second, PWS, when compared to TFA, exhibited a nonsignificant (but similar to previous findings) tendency towards slower reaction times than
TFA during phoneme monitoring, but not auditory monitoring or a simple motor task.
Third, PWS exhibited more errors than PWC and TFA when monitoring the internal
speech plan for target phonemes.
2.4.1. Picture Naming and Simple Motor Tasks
There were no significant differences between groups for naming latency or
accuracy on the (familiarized) experimental stimuli, excluding the possibility that any
internal-speech monitoring differences in the present study might be caused by general
difficulties in lexical access, at least for words in isolation (Wingate, 1988; Packman,
Onslow, Coombes & Goodwin, 2001; Ward, 2006; Van Zaalen et al., 2009). It is also
important to note that any differences between groups in the phoneme and two auditory
monitoring tasks were not due to basic motoric deficits, as there were no differences
between groups on RT or accuracy on the simple motor tasks.
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2.4.2. Monitoring Time
The performance of PWC did not differ significantly from TFA on the phoneme
monitoring task or either of the auditory monitoring tasks, so there is no evidence for
general monitoring problems, delayed phonological encoding or self-monitoring, nor
indeed for faster phonological encoding abilities in PWC. The present study also found
that PWS were numerically slower than TFA in monitoring during a phoneme task, but
not an auditory task, echoing the findings of Sasisekaran et al. (2006). The observed trend
towards a main effect of Group on phoneme monitoring RTs appears to be driven by the
numerically slower RTs for PWS. Although the difference between TFA and PWS was
approximately the same magnitude (220ms) as in this previous study, the pairwise
comparison did not reach statistical significance here. It is suggest that the statistically
weaker difference between PWS and TFA on RT in our present study is largely due to
differences in power between the two studies, related to a greater correction for multiple
comparisons in the present study, which included three instead of two groups. A post-hoc
power analysis using alpha of .05, power of .80, and an effect size of 0.914 (calculated
using means and SD from PWS and TFA) revealed that the trend in the current study, if
stable, would become significant with the addition of 3 PWS. In summary, PWC
performed nearly identically to TFA on all tasks with regard to timing, while PWS were
marginally slower on phoneme monitoring.
2.4.3. Monitoring Errors
The fact that PWC and TFA did not differ in accuracy on the phoneme monitoring
task suggests that PWC do not have a deficit with regard to the phonological encoding
and/or monitoring of words in their internal speech plan, and that this is not the cause of
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the errors in their final output. This does not rule out speech planning deficits that may
arise before or after the phonological encoding stage. It also does not specifically rule out
deficits in phonological encoding of longer utterances, such as phrases or sentences, and
such a comparison would be an interesting follow-up to the present study.
The theoretical rationale of the present study has its basis in the assumption that
the phoneme monitoring task taps into inner speech (Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995).
Although the focus of this chapter has been on a purely behavioral interpretation, the
results of neuroanatomically-based studies have reported overlapping neural activation
for covert versus overt speech, including in motor speech areas (Barch, Sabb, Carter,
Braver, Noll, & Cohen, 1999; Huang, Car, & Cao, 2001; Shuster & Lemieux, 2005). If
inner speech automatically activates motor speech representations, this suggests that
covert-speech monitoring may not be a purely phonological task. This possibility cannot
be ruled out, but it is noted that Wheeldon and Levelt (1995) found that articulatory
suppression did not affect covert-speech monitoring, suggesting the target representation
is a phonological plan, rather than a phonetic speech plan. Still, in contemporary models
of speech production (e.g., Hickok & Poeppel, 2007) it is argued that it is difficult to
separate phonological vs. phonetic speech plans. Interestingly, Vigliocco and Hartsuiker
(2002) suggest that there may be ‘conscious’ and ‘unconscious’ inner speech, and using
this framework, Geva, Jones, Crinion, Price, Baron, and Warburton (2011) argue that
different levels of inner speech may differentially activate brain regions, with tasks
involving a more conscious degree of inner speech monitoring particularly activating left
inferior frontal cortical areas, which are also involved in motor speech planning. It is also
possible that ‘inner’ speech and motor speech planning actually tap into the same process.
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Interestingly, there was a main effect of group on phoneme monitoring accuracy,
apparently driven by the PWS, who made almost twice as many errors as both TFA and
PWC during the phoneme monitoring task. This differs from the results of Sasisekaran et
al. (2006). Although the observed difference was not statistically significant with the
number of PWS in this study, a post-hoc power analysis using an effect size of 0.87
(calculated using means and SDs of PWS and TFA) indicates that five PWS would need
to be added to reach a power of .80 to assess the difference at an alpha level of .05. Posthoc testing of gender effects suggests that even in fluent controls, males may show lower
accuracy on the phoneme monitoring task than females. Though not by a wide margin,
our PWS group consisted of more males (6) than females (4), so this gender effect may
have been a contributing factor to the relatively low accuracy in PWS (see section 2.3.3).
PWS also showed a trend towards making more errors than TFA on a simple auditory
monitoring task, although this trend was absent on the complex auditory monitoring task,
designed to more closely approximate the phoneme monitoring task. Inspection of
Figures 7 and 8 suggests, however, that PWS have some general difficulty with auditory
monitoring that is not affected by complexity, as their performance is relatively stable in
the two tasks. By contrast, in PWC and TFA, performance on the auditory monitoring
task is (not surprisingly) affected by task complexity. In other words, PWC and TFA
exhibited lower performance on the more complex task, while PWS did not, as they were
already performing relatively poorly on the simple auditory task.
It is unlikely that the increased error rate by PWS on the phoneme monitoring task
in the present study is due to erroneous covert naming of target words, given the low
error rates and the absence of group differences on the associated picture naming task.
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Additionally, it should be emphasized that participants were required to name the pictures
correctly during the naming task prior to completing the phoneme monitoring task.
Therefore there is no reason to assume incorrect lexical retrieval, but cannot rule out slow
lexical retrieval. As previously mentioned, there were no differences in frequency,
imageability, phonotactic probability, or phonological neighborhood density between the
words used in Sasisekaran et al. (2006) and our study (Appendix B). Results of the posthoc analyses presented in section 2.3.3 show that RTs for the current study stimuli were
faster than RTs for the stimuli from the previous study, which may partially account for
the reduced differences in RTs between PWS and TFA, but cannot account for the
presently observed difference in error rates. It is not clear why participants responded
faster to these added stimuli, given the lexical variables on which these two sets of
stimuli were matched.
2.4.4. Results as Related to the Covert Repair Hypothesis
Following from the CRH, which hypothesizes errors in phonological encoding in
PWS, and the VCH assuming a monitoring deficit (where the monitor sees errors that do
not exist), it was hypothesized that possible ‘hypomonitoring’ by PWC would be
reflected by differences in accuracy, and to a lesser extent RT, between PWC and TFA.
Results from this study do not support this hypothesis, as PWC and control speakers did
not differ with regard to the time course or accuracy of monitoring. PWC did not show
faster RTs than TFA, so their fast rate of speech was not reflected in these prearticulatory tasks. Additionally, it does not appear that PWC are simply ‘clumsy’ in
execution of tasks, as they performed just like TFA on both auditory monitoring tasks
and the naming tasks, nor is there evidence for the presence of gross motor deficits based
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on performance on the simple motor task. The latter finding is counter to previous
hypotheses which regard cluttering as part of an overall fast or uncoordinated motor
system (e.g. Daly, 1996; Daly & Burnett, 1999; Seeman, 1970; Weiss, 1964).
Nevertheless, the current results are only directly relevant to the single-word level, and
do not necessarily speak to phonological planning and monitoring of longer speech units,
nor to specific motor speech requirements in conversation.
The results of the PWS group are consistent with both the CRH and VCH as
accounts for stuttering. PWS made more errors than TFA and PWC, and were
numerically slower, during the phoneme monitoring task. Therefore, our results suggest
that PWS not only have delayed phonological encoding (as concluded by Sasisekaran et
al. 2006), but that there may also be errors present in the internal speech plan.
Alternatively, it is possible that it is actually the PWS who have a deficit in internalspeech monitoring, as was hypothesized to be the case for PWC, failing to mark the
presence of target phonemes. This is a new finding that will be returned to in Chapter 3.
2.4.5. Caveats
One caveat to the present study is that PWC have often been found to normalize
when they are being observed or when they are told to monitor their own speech, while
their rapid rate of speech is only evident in natural speaking conditions (Daly & Burnett,
1999; Daly & St. Louis, 1998; St. Louis et al., 2007). Therefore, it is possible that our
phoneme monitoring task acted as just that – a situation which forces PWC to monitor,
perhaps more than they usually would in more natural, unattended circumstances.
Another obstacle in studying cluttering is that PWC often carry additional diagnoses such
as stuttering, articulation deficits, or language delays. It is of the utmost importance that
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research be conducted with pure PWC, so that results and implications of cluttering
research can in fact be related to the cluttering, rather than one of the co-occurring
disorders, but such participants are not widely available. As no formal tests exist to
diagnose cluttering, clinical judgment was exercised using a detailed published definition,
by an experienced SLP, for diagnosis of cluttering. There was also no formal assessment
of language skills or hearing status of any participants in this study, which should be done
in future studies. Therefore it is possible that participants in this study carried additional
diagnoses that were not disclosed to the investigators. Nevertheless, the low error rates
and comparable performance across groups on the auditory tasks indicate that
participants had no particular difficulty hearing the stimuli, making it unlikely that
unreported hearing impairments affected study results.
RTs have been shown to increase and become more variable with age, and this
difference is more pronounced in choice RT compared to simple RT (Der & Deary,
2006). Examining the results of the post-hoc tests in section 2.3.3, which show a trend for
older participants to respond less accurately when including all participants in the
analysis, it is noted that within the TFA group age does not appear to have affected
performance on our tasks, and there were no correlations between age and RT on any of
the tasks for this group. It is possible, however, that the accuracy effects are exacerbated
in the older PWS, driving the trend towards an association between accuracy and age in
the full set of participants. There are many other factors that affect RT, including arousal
(Richards, Hadwin, Wenger, & Donnelly, 2011), the presence of learning disorders
(Miller & Poll (2009), and personality type (Robinson & Tamir, 2005), and these
potential factors were not assessed in the present study. The results of analysis of the
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‘absence trials’ suggest that PWS are in fact able to complete the task, but that they have
specific trouble detecting the presence of the target phonemes. Although reading
proficiency was not assessed, the groups were matched for level of education. The use of
self-reporting of co-occurring speech or language deficits was used, and while no
participants self-reported language, learning, reading, or attentional deficits, these
potential factors were not formally assessed, which remains a limitation of this study.
It should also be noted that it was not possible to balance our experimental groups
with regard to gender, and that in the TFA group there was a trend for males to make
more errors than females on the phoneme monitoring task. Male PWS still made
numerically more errors than male TFA, but this difference was not significant, and it is
possible that gender differences are contributing to the group differences in accuracy on
this task. Therefore this remains a drawback of the present study and future studies
should investigate potential gender differences in accuracy of similar linguistic
monitoring tasks. There was no difference in RT between males and females within the
TFA group, nor when collapsing across groups.
A final and important limitation of the present study is that due to the challenges
of recruiting pure PWC, and the resulting unbalanced groups, the study had low power to
detect significant differences between experimental groups. Based on the effect sizes
found in the present study, the addition of 5 PWS might have solidified the observed
differences between their phoneme monitoring scores (both in accuracy and RT) and
those of TFA, but that there is no indication that the absence of differences between PWC
and TFA on these scores is a power issue.
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2.5. Conclusions and Future Directions
The present study sought to test the hypothesis that cluttering reflects
hypomonitoring of the internal speech plan, following suggestions of phonologicalencoding and hypermonitoring problems in the potentially related disorder of stuttering.
The present study had two main findings. First, PWC do not appear to have a specific
deficit in single-word phonological encoding or internal monitoring of the speech plan
prior to articulation, as their performance was essentially indistinguishable from that of
TFA with regard to both the time course and accuracy of monitoring. Second, PWS have
a (replicated) tendency towards slower reaction times than TFA during phoneme
monitoring, but not auditory monitoring or a simple motor task, and PWS make more
errors than TFA and PWC when monitoring the internal speech plan for target phonemes.
If PWC do not have a specific deficit related to single-word phonological
encoding and monitoring the internal speech plan, what does this tell us about cluttering?
PWC may still have deficits related to language. As per Ward (2006), cluttering could
potentially exist at the conceptualization, formulation, or articulation level, following
Levelt’s model of speech production (Levelt et al., 1999), which also served as the
background to the present study. Only one portion of the speech production process,
phonological encoding was examined, and only one aspect of that stage was tested,
namely output monitoring. Future research should continue to examine speech in longer
utterances and more natural contexts in PWC, though there is a noted conflict here
between the need for laboratory-controlled experimental investigations and PWC’s
tendency to ‘normalize’ under observation. Future studies should implement tasks of
varying complexity, as there is evidence to suggest that PWS do not show statistically
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significant differences from TFA without sufficiently difficult tasks (Byrd et al., 2012;
Smith et al., 2010). The present study incorporated this with regard to the auditory
monitoring tasks, but more complex phoneme detection and/or motor task might be
included in future studies. This could be especially important regarding motor tasks, as
the simple motor RT task included in the present study cannot rule out all motoric
deficits, especially those related to speech execution, in either PWS or PWC.
Nevertheless, the present study reveals interesting differences between the phoneme
detection abilities of PWC and PWS, inviting further experimental research in this area,
using monitoring, phoneme elision, nonword repetition and other tasks that tap into
potential levels of deficit that underlie the speech output problems in PWC.
With regard to PWS, these results support both the CRH and VCH, because with
the present task, it is difficult to determine if there are actual errors present or if PWS
have a hyperactive monitor. Nevertheless, it seems that PWS do have one (or potentially
both) of these subtle deficits. One potential specific concern that remains to be addressed
is that, although the CRH and VCH are elegant hypotheses that help explain the behavior
of PWS, neither hypothesis proposes the cause of errors in the phonological plan or a
hyperactive monitor. Chapter 3 will investigate this idea further and attempt to account
for the cause of the covert errors/hyperactive monitor that results in an increased error
rate by PWS on the phoneme monitoring task.
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CHAPTER 3: SEMANTIC NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS IN STUTTERING
3.1. Introduction
Previous research on phonological encoding in stuttering has revealed that PWS
are slower and make more errors on a phoneme monitoring task (Chapter 2; Garnett &
Den Ouden, 2013; Sasisekaran et al., 2006). These findings support the Covert Repair
Hypothesis (Postma & Kolk, 1993), which suggests that PWS have errors in their internal
speech plan, specifically during the phonological encoding stage, and that overt stuttering
is a response to the covert repairs of these errors. These findings are also in line with the
related Vicious Circle Hypothesis, which proposes that stuttering is a result of an overactive internal speech monitor that inspects the internal speech plan (Vasic & Wijnen,
2005). In other words, errors are not actually present in the speech plan, but the system
has become prone to being hyper vigilant in monitoring, detecting subtle differences that
are not true errors, but initiating a repair anyway.
In particular, the findings in Experiment 1 of increased errors and slowness to
respond during a phoneme monitoring task in PWS suggest that errors may indeed exist:
PWS are prone to indicate the presence of a phoneme when it is not actually present
during silent ‘naming’ of a target photo, and it takes them longer to make this decision.
While results of Experiment 1 lend support to both the CRH and the VCH, neither theory
provides a reason for the presence of errors, or as in the VCH, an over-active monitor.
This chapter will endeavor to go more deeply in the possible source of the errors,
specifically by examining the hypothesis that there may be differences in semantic
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organization between PWS and TFA. This Near Neighbor Interference Hypothesis
(NNIH) will be described in detail at the end of section 3.1.1. It will be tested through the
use of two lexical decision tasks, one which involves the manipulation of number of
associated words, and one which uses picture-word priming, manipulating the degree of
relatedness between picture prime and target.
3.1.1. Semantic Neighborhoods
Semantic neighborhoods have been defined previously as the set of associated
words that are automatically generated upon access to a target word (Balota, Cortese,
Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap, 2004; Buchanan, Westbury, & Burgess, 2001; Mirman
& Magnuson, 2008; Yates, Locker, & Simpson, 2003). Previous research has found that
words with a high Number of Associates (NoA) are recognized faster than words with a
low NoA in lexical decision tasks (Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap,
2004; Buchanan, Westbury, & Burgess, 2001; Dunabeitia, Aviles, & Carreiras, 2008;
Pexman, Hargreaves, Edwards, Henry, & Goodyear, 2007). Balota et al. (2004) named a
particular variable Nelson’s Set Size, which corresponds to the number of first associates
produced by participants in a free-association study; in other words, NoA. Subsequently,
Dunabeitia et al. (2008) found that words with high NoA are recognized faster than
words with low NoA in a lexical decision task. The NoA was calculated from the number
of first words listed in the free-association Florida database. There was also an effect of
NoA on accuracy in the Dunabeitia et al. (2008) study, such that words with a higher
NoA were recognized more accurately.
It is well-known that PWS are generally adept at predicting upcoming moments of
stuttering (Brocklehurst, Lickley, & Corley, 2012; Guitar, 2006; Garcia-Barrera &
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Davidow, 2015), and often substitute semantically-related words to avoid being disfluent.
In a recent study into speech-associated behaviors in PWS and TFA, Vanryckeghem,
Brutten, Uddin, and Van Borsel (2004) found that 82 percent of the PWS (n = 42)
reported substituting one word for another to avoid stuttering. This was also the number
one coping behavior reported by PWS. For example, one might say, “I’m going to the
grocery store” rather than “I’m going shopping” due to the anticipation of stuttering on
the word shopping. Some PWS make word substitutions frequently, many times per day,
and therefore it is easy to conceptualize that due to this practice, words in their semantic
networks might be connected in different ways than in TFA.
One effect of this behavior is that PWS may activate more semantic neighbors on
average. It is also possible that PWS may have stronger connections between related or
associated entries. If more entries are activated and must be sorted through, as well as
incorrect words inhibited, this could theoretically lead to increased processing time at this
stage that could appear to be a slow-down at the level of phonological encoding,
supporting the results of Sasisekaran et al. (2006) and Experiment 1 in Chapter 2. That is,
if PWS have more neighbors (or stronger connections) in a given semantic neighborhood,
many similar words may also be activated when completing speech production tasks,
such as silent phoneme monitoring. Further, it is possible that these similar words contain
a different phonological composition, leading to activation of additional phonemes that
would not normally be activated, for example, in fluent speakers. Crucially, this in turn
might lead to the errors that PWS make during a phoneme monitoring task, in which
PWS were prone to indicate the presence of a phoneme when it was not present in the
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target word (Experiment 1). This phoneme could have been present in a competing
related word close-by in the neighborhood, which was activated.
Therefore, the NNIH states that if PWS have more ‘near neighbors’ or stronger
connections between neighbors, compared to TFA, then, due to a lifetime of word
substitution behavior, this could explain why PWS are slower and more erroneous on
phoneme monitoring tasks (i.e., in Experiment 1). Repeated activation of semantically
related words leads to an increase in the number of near neighbors in a given
neighborhood, or a strengthening of connections between neighbors. Thus, when asked to
monitor for phonemes while completing a silent picture naming task, these neighbors
may be interfering, leading to increased RT as well as more errors during the phoneme
monitoring task, as phonemes in related words may be activated which are not in the
target words. This can be tested empirically by asking participants to complete a covert
speech task, such as lexical decision, while manipulating the NoA of the real words,
which is the basis for Experiment 2 (section 3.2.4).
3.1.2. Priming
The NNIH can also be tested using a priming task, by which the prior presentation
of a related word (or picture) is known to speed up lexical decision time to real words
(e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1975; Schvaneveldt
& Meyer, 1973). With regard to stuttering, Wingate (1988) proposed that the roots of the
disorder lie in delayed lexical access that further affects the speech planning process,
specifically at the level of phonological encoding as it relates to rhyme integration. This
idea has led many researchers to focus on language aspects of stuttering, often by
investigating the effects of various experimental manipulations, including priming, on
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naming in PWS. Vincent, Grela, & Gilbert (2012) investigated effects of priming on
phonological encoding in adult PWS and controls by manipulating the length of the
prime that was presented, as well as the homogeneity of the primes. Using a modified
task by Wijnen and Boers (1994) and Burger and Wijnen (1999), participants in the
Vincent et al. (2012) study were provided with C-prime homogeneous, CVhomogeneous, and CV-heterogeneous primes, and speech onset latency of the target
response word was measured. Results indicated that PWS were slower overall and that
the effects of priming did not differ between groups, suggesting that PWS do respond to
priming. However, the lack of difference between groups led the authors to conclude that
their results offer no support for the CRH, which is in agreement with Wijnen and Boers
(1994), but not Burger and Wijnen (1999) who found similar priming effects in both
groups. Vincent et al. (2012) also hypothesized that, following from the CRH,
phonological priming would actually decrease over stuttering, but this was not the case;
in fact, there was more stuttering in the phonological prime condition. However, it is
possible that these phonological primes were increasing activation of semantically
unrelated words that happen to start with the same phoneme, especially as the authors
argue for parallel activation at the semantic and phonological levels. If PWS have
stronger connections and/or more neighbors, this effect could be even stronger.
Priming has also been used to study speech and language processing in children
who stutter (CWS) at both semantic and phonological levels. At the semantic level,
Savage and Howell (2008) reported the effects of content word (CW) priming versus
function word (FW) priming in child PWS and controls. Participants heard either a CW
prime (e.g., swimming) or a FW prime (e.g., he is), which was followed by a picture (e.g.,
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a boy swimming). Participants were instructed to repeat the prime (e.g., he is) and then
say the full sentence (e.g., he is swimming). Results indicated that both groups exhibited
fewer disfluencies following a CW prime than a FW prime, and that this was more
pronounced for the PWS. In contrast, no between-group difference was found for speech
initiation time, which would have been predicted by the literature on adult PWS. They
also found that FW priming produced longer pause time before CW than FW, a finding
that was consistent in both groups. The authors consider these results as evidence against
the CRH, which has no mechanism for dealing with differential findings for lexical class
status; although the authors offer the suggestion that perhaps the FW prime is actually
priming a different CW, leading to the increased pause time. For example, he is primes
many more words than does swimming, causing additional words to be active.
Interestingly, this finding of a lack of difference between fluent and disfluent speakers in
childhood lends support to the present hypothesis that adults who stutter have more
competing entries or a wider semantic neighborhood than fluent speakers, and that this is
a result of years of word substitution practice.
At the phonological level, Arnold, Conture, and Ohde (2005) took a preliminary
look at phonological neighborhood density in preschool aged children who stutter
(CWS), using speech reaction time and errors as outcome measures. In their study, CWS
named pictures of words that had either a phonologically sparse or dense neighborhood.
Results indicated that in general, all children in the study named sparse target words
faster and more accurately than dense target words, and that there was no difference
between CWS and CWNS on this task. This finding is contrary to that of adults (nonstuttering): in a study by Vitevitch (2002), participants named dense target words faster
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than sparse target words. Therefore it appears that phonological density does influence
naming in preschool aged children, but that results from this study at least do not indicate
this differs between CWS and CWNS. Although a reason for this difference is not
immediately clear, such findings point to a potential difference in the phonological
neighborhoods between CWS and AWS. Further, the semantic neighborhood
characteristics of the words in the Arnold et al. study were not directly investigated or
manipulated, and effects of such characteristics cannot be ruled out.
In a clever paradigm, Hartsuiker and colleagues (e.g. Hartsuiker, Pickering, & de
Jong, 2005; Tydgat, Diependaele, Hartsuiker, & Pickering, 2012) used a ‘picture change
paradigm’ to investigate the effects of lingering representations of planned but not
(completely) uttered words. In this task, participants were shown an initial picture, which
was then replaced a short time later (i.e., 200-400ms) by a second picture on select trials.
The initial and second pictures were either semantically or phonologically related.
Participants were instructed to name the initial picture, but to interrupt their speech as
quickly as possible if that picture was replaced by a second picture, and then name the
second picture. Tydgat at et al., (2012) found that semantic relatedness facilitated
‘resumption’ of speech, or naming of the second picture, but only if the initial word had
not been uttered in its entirety. Conversely, phonological relatedness hindered
production, as long as at least part of the initial word had been uttered. These results
suggest that there are differential effects of semantic and phonological representations in
the final speech output, and more generally speaking, that initial representations of
planned but not (completely) spoken words do linger (Tydgat et al., 2012).
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3.1.3. Semantic and Phonological Activation Spreading in PWS
Findings suggest that while adult PWS respond with similar RT as TFA on word
association tasks (Crowe & Kroll, 1991; Taylor, Lore, & Waldman, 1970; Jensen,
Markel, & Beverung, 1986), they provide more variable responses (Crowe & Kroll,
1991). They also provide fewer synonyms when asked for word definitions (Wingate,
1988). However, Newman and Ratner (2007) found that PWS are more likely to
substitute words with synonyms and near synonyms, evidence for increased competition
in their semantic neighborhoods, which could be due to inefficient semantic spreading.
PWS in this study also tended not to use low-frequency substitutions. As for phonological
spreading, results again are conflicting. Some studies find no evidence for a disruption at
the phonological level (Burger & Wijnen, 1999; Hennessey, Chang, & Beilby, 2008;
Newman & Ratner, 2007), while others do (Brocklehurst & Corley, 2011; Sasisekaran et
al., 2006, Postma et al., 1990), so continued research is warranted to further investigate
semantic and phonological activation in PWS.
An important limitation of the majority of the reviewed research is that the
dependent variable in most of the studies had an overt response component, and most
experimental paradigms do require an overt response (e.g., picture-word interference
tasks, naming, priming studies). While certainly informative, using these paradigms to
study PWS can be problematic, as it becomes difficult to determine if some disruption in
motor execution was responsible for the delay, highlighting the importance of using tasks
that circumvent speech articulation itself, such as lexical decision or neurophysiological
measures. One experimental method that averts some of these issues is event-related
potentials (ERPs). At least two ERP experiments investigating semantic and phonological
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priming in PWS have been conducted by Maxfield and colleagues (Maxfield, Huffman,
Frisch, & Hinckley, 2010; Maxfield, Pizon-Moore, Frisch, & Constantine, 2012).
Semantic activation spreading (i.e., word activation) was compared to phonological
activation spreading (i.e., the ‘reverse’ spreading back to the semantic level) through a
picture naming paradigm. In Maxfield et al. (2010), TFA exhibited a typical semantic
N400 priming effect, that is, an N400 was attenuated during related primes, but PWS
exhibited larger N400 activity, or a lack of attenuation. This is sometimes called a reverse
N400, and could be reflective of ‘center surround inhibition’ of the target word, which
involves the suppression words that are (semantically) related to a weakly-activated
prime, thus decreasing competition (Bermeitinger et al., 2008; Carr & Dagenbach, 1990).
One potential explanation posited by Maxfield et al. (2010) was that a lifetime of word
substitution behavior that is specifically semantic in nature (i.e., using synonyms) may
lead to unintended activation of weakly semantically related words. Maxfield et al.
(2012) completed a follow-up experiment to specifically look at phonological activation
spreading in PWS, and if the previous finding of a reverse N400 would hold up under
conditions emphasizing phonological processing. Results indicated that PWS also show a
reverse N400 for phonologically-related probes, and, as in their 2010 study, continued to
exhibit inefficient semantic priming. Others have found atypical N400 in PWS during
sentence processing as well (see Cuadrado & Weber-Fox, 2003; Weber-Fox, 2001;
Weber-Fox and Hampton, 2008). Potential explanations posited by Maxfield et al.
include decreased ‘lateral’ inhibition of competitors and decreased attentional resources.
When functioning typically, lateral inhibition helps decrease activation and eventual
selection of words in the semantic network that are not the correct target label, for
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example, in picture naming. In PWS, who have been shown to make more errors on
naming tasks (Maxfield et al., 2012; Newman & Ratner, 2007), it is possible that such
lateral inhibition is deficient.
3.1.4. Purpose and Outline of the Present Study
The work by Maxfield and colleagues is supportive of the present hypothesis
regarding different semantic neighborhoods in PWS, specifically, and, as proposed in this
study, the NNIH (e.g., Garnett & Den Ouden, 2013; Sasisekaran et al., 2006). That is, if
PWS activate more related words during lexical access tasks (e.g., silent or overt
picturing naming), this could lead to increased search time during phoneme monitoring,
as well as errors in judging the presence of target phonemes during this task, as in
Sasisekaran et al., 2006 and Experiment 1. Several previous studies (Crowe & Kroll,
1991; Jensen et al., 1986; Newman & Ratner, 2007; Taylor et al., 1970) also lend support
to this hypothesis, as these studies found that PWS exhibit different organization of their
semantic networks, at least as evidenced by differences in naming results. Additionally,
the finding that the representations of planned but not fully uttered speech linger supports
the notion that such preplanned speech can be studied and is informative (Tygdat et al.,
2012). Finally, the literature on CWS reviewed previously often finds a lack of difference
on lexical speech and language tasks, as compared to adults. This finding supports the
suggestion that the differences seen in semantic tasks in adults could very likely be due to
their lifetime of substituting words to avoid stuttering, specifically words that are
semantically but not phonologically related.
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to further investigate semantic
neighborhood organization in PWS and the NNIH through the manipulation of number of
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associates and semantic relatedness, separately, using a lexical decision paradigm in two
experiments. While lexical decision cannot detect the subtle differences gathered through
the use of ERP, it still does not require overt articulation, and therefore its use will allow
focus to be placed on the more abstract levels of processing. Lexical decision does offer
some benefits over ERP, namely that it is a simpler methodology that can still detect
subtle differences in speech and language processing.
Experiment 2 investigated the effect of Number of Associates (NoA) on lexical
decision reaction time in PWS and TFA. It was hypothesized that PWS have stronger
connections between associated words due to a lifetime of word substitution behavior. If
this hypothesis is correct, it was expected that there would be an interaction between
Group and NoA, such that PWS respond faster than TFA to words with a higher NoA.
That is, both groups should respond faster to words with a high NoA compared to low
NoA, but this difference should be greater in PWS. Alternatively, there could be a main
effect of Group, such that PWS respond faster than controls to both types of words than
controls. Either finding would support the idea that PWS activate more words on average,
due to their tendency to substitute words to avoid stuttering. An interaction would suggest
that only words with a high NoA are more strongly connected in PWS, whereas a main
effect of Group would suggest even words with a low NoA are more strongly connected.
Importantly, either result would support the NNIH and offer some explanation for the
slow and erroneous performance on the phoneme monitoring study in Chapter 2. PWS
are slow to decide if a phoneme is present because of the increased number of activated
words that must be searched, and these additional words contain phonemes that may not
be present in the target word, causing an increase in errors when deciding if a phoneme is
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present. Although RT is the main outcome measure of interest, accuracy data were also
collected and analyzed. As in Dunabeita et al. (2008), it was hypothesized that all
participants will respond more accurately as the NoA increases, and that this difference
will be more pronounced for PWS.
Experiment 3 utilized picture priming in lexical decision to further test the NNIH.
Although there has been limited previous research using pictures as primes, this method
does elicit equal or greater priming than words (Hilder Schilling, 1999; Vanderwart,
1984). Two additional studies have found reliable priming using pictures (Kahlaoui,
Baccino, Joanette, & Magnie, 2007; Kircher, Sass, Sachs, & Krach, 2009). Further, this
methodology offered several benefits for the present study. First, the use of pictures as
primes makes the paradigm similar to the phoneme monitoring task employed in Chapter
2 (i.e., ‘silent picture naming’) and as such, it can be considered a ‘production’ task, as
participants complete the stages of speech production from lexical retrieval through
phonological encoding, with the obvious exception of overt articulation (Levelt, Roelofs,
& Meyer, 1999; Wheeldon & Levelt, 1995). Second, this method takes into account
individual differences better than with word primes, as each PWS will activate his own
‘set’ of related words when viewing the picture, tapping into his personal history of word
substitution behavior. Finally, it is more similar to what PWS do when speaking (or
naming pictures) than just reading the words on the screen during word priming.
If, in PWS, more ‘related’ words are automatically activated or closely connected
due to frequency of use as it relates to word substitution behavior, it is expected that PWS
would exhibit priming for both closely and distantly related words, whereas previous
research suggests that controls only show priming for closely related words. As in
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Experiment 2, it was hypothesized that there would be an interaction between Group and
Relatedness, such that PWS exhibit priming for picture-word pairs with a lower degree of
relatedness compared to controls. Again, it is possible, however, that there may only be a
main effect of Group, such that PWS exhibit faster RTs for all words when compared to
controls, irrespective of their degree of relatedness. Either finding would support the
present NNIH. If an interaction is present, this would suggest that PWS do activate
additional related words, but there is a limit to the neighborhood distance. A main effect
of Group, wherein PWS exhibit faster RTs for all categories of relatedness, would
suggest that word neighborhoods are very large for PWS compared to TFA, as the
priming benefit extends further, to lower relatedness values.
As in Experiment 2, the main outcome measure of interest in Experiment 3 is also
RT, but accuracy data will also be analyzed and collected. Vanderwart (1984) did not
analyze accuracy data. Although priming typically refers to response time, it could be
argued that the same hypothesis should hold regarding accuracy. A related picture prime
might not only speed up recognition during lexical decision, but it may also lead to
increased accuracy. Therefore, it was hypothesized that both groups would respond more
accurately to targets as the relatedness between the target and its picture prime increased.
Though there is no reason to expect group differences, as accuracy as a measurement is
less sensitive than RT and it is expected that both groups will perform near ceiling on this
task, it is also possible that priming may differentially affect the PWS group in terms of
accuracy. The priming benefit may be of greater magnitude for PWS, for the same
reasons as expected for RT. However, in light of the fact that PWS exhibited more errors
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on the phoneme monitoring task in Experiment 1, it is also possible that PWS will make
more errors on this task as well.
Of course, in either experiment, it is also possible that PWS will respond more
slowly as a group, as this is a common finding in the literature on other tasks, often
attributed to ‘system-wide’ or attention deficits (Max, Caruso, & Gracco, 2003;
Zimmerman, 1980; ). If PWS respond more slowly, it could suggest an overall slowness
to respond, or an attention deficit. It is even conceivable that such a pattern of behavior
might result from deficient internal speech monitoring. Recall that the CRH posits that
there are true errors present in the phonological plan, whereas the VCH hypothesizes that
the problem lies in a faulty, hyperactive internal speech monitor. If PWS activate more
words when speaking, or when completing a covert speech production task, this would
lead to increased requirements of the speech monitor, which is assumed to automatically
inspect the output of each stage of the speech production process (Levelt et al.,
1999).Although lexical decision is not a production task, the speech monitor is
hypothesized to inspect not only the output at the phonological encoding stage, but earlier
stages, such as lexical access.
3.2. Methods and Materials
3.2.1. Participants
There were two groups of participants in this study, PWS and TFA. Participants
were recruited through existing contacts, flyers posted on campus and in the surrounding
areas, local chapters of the National Stuttering Association, as well as through contacts at
the University of South Florida. Participants were verbally pre-screened for co-occurring
deficits prior to enrolling in the study, and those who reported any current or past history
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of speech (other than stuttering for the PWS group), language, reading, visual, cognitive,
or attentional deficit were not accepted into the study. Family history of such disorders
was not considered an exclusion criterion, but no TFA reported history of familial
stuttering.
The PWS group consisted of 24 adults (8 females) with a mean age of 34.67 years
(SD 13.17). The TFA group consisted of 24 adults (8 females) with a mean age of 33.53
years (SD 13.17). All PWS had been previously diagnosed with stuttering by a speechlanguage pathologist and all had received some degree of speech therapy in the past.
None were currently enrolled in individual therapy, though some did participate in adult
stuttering support groups. Stuttering severity for the PWS group was determined using
the Stuttering Severity Instrument 4 (SSI-4; Riley, 2009), and participants also completed
the Overall Assessment of the Speaker’s Experience of Stuttering Adult (OASES-A;
Yaruss & Quesal, 2010) as well as the Behavior Checklist for Adults (BCL;
Vanryckeghem et al., 2004), which also reflect the severity of stuttering.
3.2.2. Language, Attention, and Baseline Visual Motor Response Tasks
To assess overall speech and language function, all participants completed two
standardized tests: the Expressive Vocabulary Test (EVT-2; Williams, 2007) and the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-IV; Dunn & Dunn, 2007). To assess attention
skills, participants were administered the Conners Continuous Performance Test Third
Edition (CPT-3; Keith Conners) during which participants must respond by button-press
to visually-presented letters.
Participants also completed two baseline visual tasks in which they pressed a
button as quickly as possible in response to shapes on a computer screen. These tasks
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were designed to measure simple motor response time to any visual stimulus (task 1) as
well as obtaining a measure of simple ‘decision time’ (task 2). In each baseline task, there
were a total of 50 trials, 25 squares, and 25 circles, the presentation of which was
pseudorandomized with no more than three consecutive trials of each shape. Shapes
appeared on the screen for 1000ms and trials were separated by an interstimulus interval
(ISI) of either 500ms, 750ms, or 1000ms. In the first baseline task, participants pressed
the spacebar as soon as any shape (circle or square) appear on the screen. In the second
baseline task, participants pressed the left arrow key in response to a string of squares and
the right arrow key in response to a string of circles.
3.2.3. Experimental Tasks Overview
Participants completed two separate lexical decision tasks, hereafter referred to as
Experiment 2 (Section 3.2.4) and Experiment 3 (Section 3.2.5). The use of lexical
decision as an experimental task permitted several linguistic manipulations to be
completed without the direct knowledge of the participants, thus allowing the researchers
to examine the effect of these manipulations on reaction time. In both experiments, words
and nonwords were visually presented on a computer screen. Nonwords followed the
phonotactic constraints of English, and were matched with word stimuli for length in
number of syllables. In Experiment 2, single-presentation/continuous lexical decision,
rather than paired, was used. In Experiment 3, picture-word priming was used, and
participants were instructed to make the lexical decision on the words while ‘passively
viewing’ the pictures.
All participants participated in both experiments, and the order of the tasks was
uniform within each group: baseline visual tasks, Experiment 2, Experiment 3, PPVT,
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EVT, and the CPT. Additionally, the PWS group completed the OASES-A prior to
arrival, and completed the SSI-4 and BCL after Experiment 3, prior to administration of
the PPVT. This order was designed to minimize any uncomfortableness associated with
the long experimental session (approximately 75 minutes for the TFA group and 90
minutes for the PWS group).
3.2.4. Experiment 2: Effect of Number of Associates
Stimuli. Stimuli were created using the University of South Florida Free
Association Norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998;
http://web.usf.edu/FreeAssociation/). Stimuli consisted of 175 words (lexical items) and
175 nonwords. The list of lexical items was created by first applying a number of filters
to the list of 541 normed concepts in the USF database. First, all items with missing
values for frequency (FREQ) and concreteness (QCON) were eliminated, as were words
that were miscategorized as nouns. The list was further reduced to bisyllabic nouns with
iambic stress containing between 5-8 letters (New et al. 2006). The list was further
filtered to items with QCON values and both phonological and orthographic
neighborhood sizes (Marian, Bartolotti, Chabal, & Shook; 2012) that were within 1 SD of
the mean of the current list. This final list resulted in 150 lexical items, with NoA values
ranging from 3 (petal) to 33 (farmer). Table 3.1 shows average values for all lexical
characteristics of Experiment 2 stimuli. Full details of the stimuli are shown in Appendix
C. Importantly, NoA was not significantly correlated with any of the other measures (all
p values > .157). A list of 150 pronounceable nonwords following the phonotactic
constraints of English was created by changing 2-4 letters from the lexical items.
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Table 3.1. Lexical characteristics of Experiment 2 stimuli.
NoA QFR QCON Letters Phonemes ON PN
Mean
SD

14.4
5.4

39.8
51.5

5.5
0.8

6.4
0.9

5.1
0.9

2.2
1.3

3.7
2.6

Task and procedure. Participants were seated in front of a computer in a quiet
room. Letter strings were presented in uppercase font in the center of the screen for
1200ms with a 1000ms fixation cross between trials. The majority of previous lexical
decision studies report average participant RT of approximately 600-800ms. A display
time of 1200ms was used to prevent participants from using conscious strategies to
respond and encourage a quick response, while a 1000ms interstimulus interval (ISI)
allowed for a moderate pace. Words and nonwords were presented pseudorandomly with
no more than three words or nonwords in succession. Participants pressed the left arrow
key if the letter string was a real word and the right arrow key if it was not. Participants
completed a short (5-item) practice session prior to beginning the experiment. The
experiment lasted approximately 13 minutes and participants were given two short
breaks.
Data analysis. Linear mixed effects analyses were conducted on the RT data
using the lme4 package in R version (R Core Team, 2013). First, any RTs that were less
than 200ms were removed to rule out early-responses. As the maximum time allotted for
a response was 1200ms, there was no need to remove any late responses. Trials with
incorrect responses were also eliminated from the analyses of RT data. Together, this
resulted in a loss of 3.7% of the data. As RT data are often non-normally distributed, the
RT data were log transformed. Therefore, the analyses are on the log transformed data,
but raw RT values are presented at times in tables and figures for ease of interpretation.
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A stepwise regression analysis was performed to determine the best-fitting model.
Both participant and trial were included as random effects with random slopes for NoA.
Including random-effects terms allows for both by-subject and by-item adjustments to be
made to the intercepts for these terms, as both by-subject and by-item variation was
expected. Including random slopes then allows different slopes for the effect of NoA, the
main factor in question.
A ‘null’ model was built modeling Log-RT as a function of NoA, Group, the
interaction between NoA and Group, and the random effects, which are the main
variables of interest. Then, predictor variables (fixed effects) were entered in the
following order, based on theoretical significance: Word Frequency, Age, Trial number,
and Gender, including interaction terms. For example, it is well-known that participants
respond faster to high vs. low frequency words, reaction time increases with age,
participants can show a learning effect (or become fatigued) over time, and gender
differences also exist for many linguistic factors. Model fit was assessed by beginning
with the null model as stated above, and entering the additional potential factors into the
model in a step-wise fashion, using likelihood ratio tests with the anova function. Only
factors that improved the overall model fit significantly were retained in the model, with
significantly defined as if the resulting p value from the likelihood ratio test was less than
or equal to 0.1. Significance for describing main effects and interactions in the final
model is based on both t values, such that a t value of 2 is equivalent to a p value of 0.05
(Baayen, 2008), as well as the implementation of the lmerTest package, which
calculates p values based on the Satterthwaite’s approximation.
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Further, a separate analysis within the PWS group was conducted to assess the
influence of the three measures of stuttering severity (SSI-4, OASES-A, and BCL) as
well as age of onset on their performance on the task. These statistical models were built
in the same way as described in the previous paragraph and model fit was evaluated using
the same criteria.
Finally, although RT was the primary outcome measure of interest, accuracy data
were also submitted to a generalized linear mixed-effects model using a binary outcome
(i.e., logistic regression). Models were built in the same way as above, and the same
criteria were used, with one exception: models would not converge with both random
slopes and random intercepts, thus only random intercepts were used.
3.2.5. Experiment 3: Effects of Degree of Relatedness
Stimuli. Stimuli were created using a feature norms database (McRae, Cree,
Seidenberg, & McNorgan, 2005) containing 541 normed concepts, with each referring to
a single noun in English, and allows researchers to look up information on a number of
variables related to features. One such variable, Concept Similarities (ConSim), is a
cosine matrix computed using production frequencies that provides a number between
zero and one representing strength of relatedness between any pair of words in the
database. For example, the word ‘cat’ has a value of 1 when paired with itself, a value of
0.602 when paired with ‘dog’, a value of 0.164 when paired with ‘chair’, and a value of 0
when paired with ‘cello.’ Therefore, this database was used to create pairs of words that
vary with regard to strength of relationship using this database. As previous research has
used both feature-based and associative characteristics to describe ‘related’ words, primetarget pairs in Experiment 3 could both share features and be associated with each other,
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and this was not explicitly manipulated or controlled. Although considerable debate
exists regarding feature-based versus associated methods of word classification, teasing
apart such differences is beyond the scope of this study. Further, PWS likely substitute
both types of related words in order to avoid a moment of stuttering.
Previously, Vanderwart (1984) used 78 related and 78 unrelated pairs of words to
investigate the effect of relatedness on RT in lexical decision. In the present study, rather
than using a binary division of related vs. unrelated, a gradient scale of relatedness was
created using values in the McRae et al. (2005) database. For the present experiment, a
total of 185 pairs were created, with each pair’s relatedness falling between 0 and 1 using
the ConSim values. It proved somewhat difficult to find many pairs of words with values
above 0.8. This was partly due to the fact that the database simply did not include many
pairs of words with high values, and partly due to limitations in the picture stimuli, as the
pictures also needed to be present in the database. Nevertheless, it was possible to include
pairs with ConSim values ranging from 0.02 to 0.898. Due to this potential limitation and
in a further attempt to qualify the relationship between picture prime and target, a survey
was conducted which asked participants (n=88) to rate on a scale from 1 to 7 how
‘related’ and how ‘similar’, independently, the pairs were. This provided a number for
each pair that reflected their ‘similarity’ separately from their ‘relatedness’ which could
be used as instead of the ConSim value in two separate, secondary analyses. Pictures
were simple line drawings from the International Picture Naming Project (Szekely, et al.,
2004), with the exception of 6 words (grater, magazine, muzzle, napkin, pepper, and
shield) which were pictures from a separate database and had received high naming
agreement on a separate survey.
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Picture primes and target words were balanced on a number of lexical
characteristics, including imageability, frequency, number of phonological and
orthographic neighbors, familiarity, and length in letters, phonemes, and syllables
(Coltheart, 1981; Marian et al., 2012; McRae et al., 2005; see Table 3.2). Means for
syllable length, phonological and orthographic neighbors, and number of phonemes of
the picture primes compared to the target words were not significantly different (all p
values > .133). There was a trend for picture primes to have a higher frequency (p=.087)
and imageability (p=.079) compared to target words, as well as a trend towards fewer
letters (p=0.63). Ratings for familiarity were significantly higher for picture primes
compared to target words (p < 0.001). Importantly, however, none of the lexical
characteristics variables were correlated with the main variable of interest, the ConSim
value (all p values > .150). Finally, a list of 100 pronounceable nonword targets was
created by changing one to three letters per word from the list of target words, making the
word/nonword ratio 1.85. As in Experiment 2, the stimuli were presented in
pseudorandom order and no more than three words or nonwords appeared in succession.
A list of stimuli can be found in Appendix D.
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Table 3.2. Lexical characteristics of the picture prime and target words in
Experiment 3, as well as statistical comparison results.

Number of
syllables
Frequency
Imageability
Orthographic
Neighbors
Phonological
Neighbors
Familiarity
Number of
Letters
Number of
Phonemes

Prime M (SD)

Target M (SD)

df

t

p

1.6 (0.75)

1.70 (0.73)

164

-1.335

.184

34.1 (72.8)
480.7 (236.5)

24.1 (47.5)
432.4 (256.5)

164
155

1.719
1.770

.087
.079

7.5 (8.0)

6.3 (7.5)

157

1.510

.133

15.3 (15.3)

13.3 (14.7)

157

1.249

.213

6.3 (2.0)

5.7 (2.0)

164

3.866

< .001

5.5 (1.8)

5.8 (1.8)

164

-1.871

.063

4.5 (1.5)

4.7 (1.6)

164

-1.394

.165

Task and procedure. The task was similar to Experiment 2, except that pictures
were presented prior to the words for which participants are to make a lexical decision.
As in Vanderwart (1984), picture-primes were presented for 150 ms, followed by a blank
screen of 100 ms, prior to the presentation of word or nonword text, which was displayed
for 1500 ms. Participants were instructed to ‘passively view but not respond to’ the
picture and indicate yes or no for lexical decision on the following letter string.
Participants pressed the left arrow key if the letter string was a real word and the right
arrow key if it was not. Participants completed a short (5-item) practice session prior to
beginning the experiment. The experiment lasted approximately 13 minutes and
participants were given three optional breaks.
Data analysis. As in Experiment 2, linear mixed effects analyses were conducted
on the RT data using the lme4 package in R (R Core Team, 2013). First, any RTs less
than 200ms were removed to rule out early-responses. As the maximum time allotted for
a response was 1500ms, there was no need to remove any late responses. Trials with
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incorrect responses were also eliminated from the analyses. Together, this resulted in a
loss of 4.6% of the data. As in Experiment 2, the RT results were log transformed to
improve normality.
A stepwise regression analysis was performed to determine the best-fitting model.
Both participant and trial were included as random effects with random slopes for
ConSim. A ‘null’ model was built modeling Log-RT as a function of ConSim, Group, the
interaction between ConSim and Group, and the random effects, which are the main
variables of interest. Then, fixed effects (predictor variables) were entered in the
following order, based on theoretical significance: Age, Trial, and Gender, including
interaction terms, for the same reasons as stated in Experiment 2 (see section 2.4.3).
Model fit was assessed in the same way and with the same criteria as Experiment 2. This
procedure was repeated with the relatedness and similarity values from the survey
(instead of ConSim), separately. As in Experiment 2, a separate analysis within the PWS
group was conducted to assess the influence of stuttering severity as well as age of onset.
Finally, as in Experiment 2, although RT is the primary outcome measure of
interest, accuracy data was also submitted to a generalized linear mixed-effects model
using a binary outcome (i.e., logistic regression). Models were built in the same way as
above, and the same criteria were used.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Demographics, Cognitive, Language, and Motor Function
Group means and standard deviations (SDs) are shown in Tables 3.3 (TFA) and
3.4 (PWS). Groups were balanced for age (t(46) = -.088, p=.930) and education level in
years (t(46) = 1.01, p = .318). TFA scored higher than PWS on the PPVT (t(46)=3.308, p
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= 0.002) and the EVT (t(46) = 3.874, p < 0.001); however, importantly, both groups
performed within normal limits (WNL). No significant (or even qualitative) differences
between groups were found for any T scores on the CPT (see Table 3.5; CPT data is
missing for one TFA due to computer error).
Group means for the two baseline tasks are shown in Table 3.6. There were no
significant between-group differences in the first visual baseline task measuring simple
motor RT. However, PWS were significantly slower than TFA when confronted with the
simple choice RT task. Results from the first baseline test are missing for one TFA and
one PWS due to computer error.

Table 3.3. Participant demographics for the TFA group (means with SD).

Females (n=8)
Males (n=16)
Total (n=24)

Age
31.12 (8.58)
35.94 (14.77)
33.53 (13.04)

Education
18.25 (3.65)
17.31 (3.24)
17.63 (3.33)

PPVT
111.25 (14.77)
116.81 (12.18)
114.95 (13.05)

EVT
117.38 (12.72)
121.5 (10.22)
120.13 (11.02)

Table 3.4. Participant demographics for the PWS group (means with SD).
Age
females 31.88
(n=8)
(7.88)
males
36.06
(n=16) (15.19)
Total
34.67
(n=24) (13.17)

Education
17.0
(2.67)
16.75
(1.48)
16.83
(1.90)

PPVT
98.13
(9.33)
107.25
(7.57)
104.21
(9.12)

EVT
104.25
(10.47)
109.75
(10.84)
107.92
(10.82)
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OASES-A
2.59
(.878)
2.32
(.436)
2.41
(.612)

SSI
20.1
(14.4)
17.6
(12.7)
18.5
(13.0)

BCL
34.88
(17.54)
27.25
(14.06)
29.8
(15.4)

Table 3.5. CPT results for both groups, including statistical comparisons.
Measure (T scores)
C (response style)
Detectability (d’)
Omissions
Commissions
Perseverations
Hit Reaction Time
Hit Reaction Time Standard
Deviation
Variability
Hit Reaction Time Block
Change
Hit Reaction Time ISI
Change

M (SD)
TFA (n=23)
PWS (n=24)
45.91 (8.41) 46.17 (10.53)
45.74 (5.81)
45.17 (8.12)
45.17 (1.67)
45.38 (2.02)
47.91 (7.53)
48.33 (9.56)
46.91 (2.95)
46.25 (2.25)
50.22 (7.72)
51.42 (8.15)

t

p

-.091
.277
-.371
-.167
.868
-.518

.928
.783
.712
.868
.390
.607

39.52 (3.73)

41.42 (5.17)

-1.437

.158

41.91 (3.12)

42.63 (5.29)

-.559

.579

49.78 (6.16)

51 (7.53)

-.605

.548

47.09 (5.93)

47.96(5.94)

-.503

.617

Table 3.6. Means (SD) from the two visual baseline tasks for both groups, including
statistical comparisons.

Visual Baseline 1
Visual Baseline 2

PWS
307.81 (80.72)
520.18 (114.32)

TFA
288.36 (64.08)
456.99 (72.56)

t
-.905
-2.286

df
44
38.942

p
.370
.028

3.3.2. Results from Experiment 2
Primary reaction time analysis. On average, both groups responded
significantly faster to words (PWS: M = 612ms, SD = 62; TFA: M = 584ms, SD = 56)
than nonwords (PWS: M = 682ms, SD = 70; TFA: M = 642ms, SD = 65; all p values <
0.001). Between groups, PWS were significantly slower than TFA for nonwords (t(46) =
-2.036, p=0.048), but not for words (t(46) = -1.647, p=0.106).
Table 3.7 lists variable estimates and statistical results for the linear mixed-effects
model for the effect of NoA on lexical decision RT. There was a significant main effect
of NoA such that words with more associates were responded to faster by all participants
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(Figure 3.1). This effect was modulated by frequency: there was a main effect of
frequency, such that high frequency words were responded to faster than low frequency
words, and this effect was stronger for words with a high NoA, as shown by the
significant NoA x QFR interaction. There was a trend towards a main effect of Group,
with PWS responding slower than TFA; however the NoA x Group interaction was not
significant (Figure 3.1). There was a trend towards a main effect of Gender with males
responding slower than females (Figure 3.2). Finally, there was a main effect of age, such
that older participants responded slower than younger participants (Figure 3.3).

Table 3.7. Estimates of a linear mixed-effects regression model fitted to the RT data from
Experiment 2, and associated statistics, including both raw and log-transformed values.
Raw
Log
Estimate
SE
df
t
p
Estimate
(ms)
Intercept
528.55
2.71700
0.017950 78.04 151.304 < 0.001
NoA
-3.03
-0.00211
0.000519 76.71
-4.058
< 0.001
Frequency
-0.73
-0.00047
0.000145 171.3
-3.207
0.002
Group
34.28
0.02056
0.011390 43.84
1.806
0.078
Age
2.67
0.00192
0.000380 44.03
5.048
< 0.001
Gender
27.58
0.01968
0.010350 44.01
1.901
0.064
Frequency x NoA
0.03
0.00002
0.000008 132.8
2.582
0.011
NoA x Group
-0.49
-0.00019
0.000339 45.29
-0.562
0.577
Note: Note: NoA = number of associates. Freq = word frequency. For Group, TFA is
the reference level, and for Gender, the reference level is female.
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Figure 3.1. Reaction time as a function of NoA for each group.

Figure 3.2. Reaction time as a function of NoA for each gender.
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Figure 3.3. Reaction time as a function of age for each group.

Within PWS reaction time analysis. Results of separate analyses within PWS
are shown in Table 3.8. As in the overall model with both experimental groups, within
the PWS group, significant main effects of NoA, QFR, and age were found. However, the
NoA x QFR interaction only approached significance in this group. The main effect of
Gender also approached significance, again with males responding slower than females.
Importantly, the addition of any measure of stuttering severity (SSI-4, OASES-A, or
BCL) did not significantly improve the model, nor did the addition of age of onset.
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Table 3.8. Estimates of a linear mixed effects regression model fitted to the RT data
from the PWS group from Experiment 2, and associated statistics.
Raw
Log
Estimate
SE
df
t
Estimate
(ms)
565.13
Intercept
2.736000 0.023770 35.92 115.10
-3.48
NoA
-0.002205 0.000623 56.69
-3.54
-0.71
Frequency
-0.000441 0.000167 101.90 -2.64
2.44
Age
0.001839 0.000530 21.00
3.47
36.99
Gender
0.024650 0.014480 20.96
1.70
0.03
NoA x Frequency
0.000018 0.000009 90.69
1.88
Note: NoA = number of associates. For Gender the reference level is female.

p
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.0097
0.0023
0.1036
0.0635

Primary accuracy analysis. Overall accuracy (irrespective of other factors) was
very high in both groups. Both groups were numerically more accurate for words (PWS:
M = 95.5%, SD=2.3; TFA: M = 97%, SD=1.5) compared to nonwords (PWS: M = 93.9%,
SD=4.5; TFA: M = 96.7%, SD=2.0), and there was a trend towards a significant
difference in PWS (p = 0.078), but not for TFA (p=0.480). Further, TFA were
significantly more accurate than PWS for both words (p=.009) and nonwords (p=.01).
Table 3.9 lists variable estimates and statistical results for the generalized linear
mixed-effects model for the effect of NoA on lexical decision accuracy. Participants were
more accurate as NoA increased, however the significant NoA x Group interaction
revealed that this effect was more pronounced for the TFA group than the PWS group
(Figure 3.4). Participants also responded more accurately as the frequency of words
increased (Figure 3.5), and older participants were more accurate than younger
participants (Figure 3.6). Finally, accuracy decreased over the course of the experiment,
as noted by the significant main effect of trial (Figure 3.7). None of these latter 3 factors
(frequency, age, and trial) were modulated by Group.
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Table 3.9. Estimates of a generalized linear mixed effects regression
model fitted to the accuracy data from Experiment 2, and associated
statistics.
Estimate
SE
Z
p
Intercept
2.531595
0.443478
5.708
< 0.001
NoA
0.088373
0.024209
3.65
< 0.001
Group
0.166976
0.320011
0.522
0.601821
Frequency
0.00737
0.002345
3.143
0.00167
Age
0.014036
0.005952
2.358
0.018362
Trial
-0.004862 0.002014
-2.414
0.015782
NoA x Group
-0.050043 0.023317
-2.146
0.031855
Note: NoA = number of associates. For Group the reference level is TFA.

Figure 3.4. Accuracy as a function of NoA for each group.
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Figure 3.5. Accuracy as a function of word frequency for each group.

Figure 3.6. Accuracy as a function of age for each group.
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Figure 3.7. Accuracy as a function of trial for each group.

Accuracy analysis within PWS. Table 3.10 lists variable estimates and statistical
results for the generalized linear mixed-effects model for the effect of NoA on lexical
decision accuracy within the PWS group only. As in the main analysis, PWS responded
more accurately as the NoA and QFR of the words increased. Accuracy also increased as
age increased, but decreased over time. The three measures of stuttering severity (SSI-4,
OASES-A, and BCL) were also entered as factors into the model. SSI-4 and OASES-A
factors did not significantly improve model fit and were not retained in the model.
However, as BCL scores increased, accuracy also increased.
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Table 3.10. Estimates of a generalized linear mixed effects
regression model fitted to the accuracy data from the PWS
group only from Experiment 2, and associated statistics.
Estimate
SE
Z
p
Intercept
1.877824
0.564705
3.325
< 0.001
NoA
0.048131
0.021934
2.194
0.028213
Frequency 0.007848
0.002769
2.834
0.004593
Age
0.022008
0.00808
2.724
0.006454
Trial
-0.005098
0.002338
-2.181
0.029202
BCL
0.015313
0.006839
2.239
0.02515
Note: NoA = number of associates, BCL = Behavior Checklist.

3.3.3. Results from Experiment 3
Primary reaction time analysis. On average, both groups responded
significantly faster to words (PWS: M = 618ms, SD = 81; TFA: M = 583ms, SD = 84)
than nonwords (PWS: M = 700ms, SD = 82; TFA: M = 644ms, SD = 87; p values <
0.001). Between groups, PWS were significantly slower than TFA for nonwords (t (46) =
-2.288, p=0.027), but not for words (t(46) = -1.443, p = .156).
Table 3.11 lists variable estimates and statistical results for the linear mixedeffects model for the effect of ConSim on lexical decision RT. There was a significant
main effect of ConSim such that picture-word pairs with a stronger semantic relation
were responded to faster by all participants than those with a lower degree of relatedness
(Figure 3.4). The Group x ConSim interaction approached significance: the decrease in
RT as the degree of relatedness increased was stronger for TFA than PWS, but the main
effect of Group was not significant (Figure 3.4). There was a main effect of age, such that
older participants responded slower than younger participants (Figure 3.5). All
participants responded faster as the frequency of words increased, as shown by the main
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effect of frequency (Figure 3.6). A main effect of trial was found, such that participants
became faster over time, and this was stronger for the TFA than the PWS group, as
reflected in the Group x ConSim interaction (Figure 3.7). Finally, there was a trend
towards a main effect of Gender with males responding slower than females in both
groups (Figure 3.8).

Table 3.11. Estimates of a linear mixed effects regression model fitted to the RT
data from Experiment 3, and associated statistics, using the ConSim values.
Raw
Log
Estimate
SE
df
t
p
Estimate
(ms)
508.86
Intercept
2.7030
0.02269
64
119.124 < 0.001
-89.56
ConSim
-0.0636
0.01527
122
-4.168 < 0.001
3.62
Group
-0.0019
0.01372
48
-0.139
0.8900
-0.44
Frequency
-0.0003
0.00008
152
-4.004 < 0.001
3.99
Age
0.0029
0.00051
44
5.61
< 0.001
-0.35
Trial
-0.0003
0.00006
193
-4.954 < 0.001
32.79
Gender
0.0234
0.01387
44
1.685
0.0990
16.85
ConSim x Group
0.0165
0.00893
46
1.848
0.0710
0.22
Group x Trial
0.0002
0.00003 8191
5.874
< 0.001
Note: ConSim = Concept Similarity value. For Group, the reference level is TFA. For
Gender the reference level is female.
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Figure 3.8 Reaction time as a function of ConSim values for each group.

Figure 3.9. Reaction time as a function of age for each group.
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Figure 3.10. Reaction time as a function of frequency for each group.

Figure 3.11. Reaction time as a function of trial for each group.
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Figure 3.12. Reaction time as a function of ConSim for each gender.

Secondary reaction time analysis using survey results. When using the two
measures of relatedness from the survey results (‘related’ and ‘similar’) instead of
ConSim values, nearly identical results were found. When using the ‘related’ variable
(Table 3.12), there was a significant main effect of Related, but no main effect of Group
or a Group x Related interaction. All participants responded faster to words with a higher
frequency and across time (e.g., Trial), with this latter effect being stronger for TFA
compared to PWS. Older participants responded slower than younger participants, and a
trend for males to respond than females. When using the ‘similar’ variable (Table 3.13)
again, there was a significant main effect of Similar, but not Group, nor a Group x
Similar interaction. All participants responded faster to words with a higher frequency
and across time (e.g., Trial), with this latter effect being stronger for TFA compared to
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PWS. Older participants responded slower than younger participants, and a trend was
found for males to respond slower than females.

Table 3.12. Estimates of a linear mixed effects regression model fitted to the RT data from
Experiment 3, and associated statistics, using the relatedness ratings.
Raw
Log
Estimate
SE
df
t
p
Estimate
(ms)
532.77
Intercept
2.7240
0.0233
70
116.71 < 0.001
-15.20
Related
-0.0106
0.0020
140
-5.33
< 0.001
10.94
Group
0.0014
0.0140
47
0.10
0.9204
-0.41
Frequency
-0.0003
0.0001
177
-3.92
< 0.001
-0.36
Trial
-0.0003
0.0001
204
-5.13
< 0.001
4.22
Age
0.0028
0.0005
44
5.49
< 0.001
27.77
Gender
0.0243
0.0139
44
1.76
0.0862
0.08
Related x Group
0.0009
0.0012
45
0.78
0.4401
0.22
Group x Trial
0.0002
0.0000
8191
5.83
< 0.001
Note: For Group, the reference level is TFA and for Gender the reference level is
female.

Table 3.13. Estimates of a linear mixed effects regression model fitted to the RT data
from Experiment 3, and associated statistics, using the similarity ratings.
Raw
Log
Estimate
SE
df
t
p
Estimate
(ms)
531.57
Intercept
2.7200
0.0233
71
116.566 < 0.001
-16.02
Similar
-0.0114 0.0022
195
-5.28
< 0.001
11.13
Group
0.0014
0.0141
48
0.10
0.9228
-0.39
Frequency
-0.0003 0.0001
173
-3.78
< 0.001
-0.38
Trial
-0.0003 0.0001
194
-5.45
< 0.001
4.09
Age
0.0028
0.0005
44
5.58
< 0.001
29.22
Gender
0.0237
0.0139
44
1.71
0.0949
0.06
Similar x Group
0.0011
0.0013
46
0.80
0.4252
0.22
Group x Trial
0.0002
0.0000 8190
5.87
< 0.001
Note: For Group, the reference level is TFA and for Gender the reference level is
female.
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Reaction Time analysis within PWS. Table 3.14 lists variable estimates and
statistical results for the linear mixed-effects model for the effect of ConSim on lexical
decision RT within PWS. As in the main analysis, within the PWS group, main effects
were found for ConSim, frequency, and age. PWS responded faster as the degree of
relatedness increased and as the frequency of the target word increased. Response times
also increased with age. Males did respond slower than females, and including the
Gender factor did significantly improve model fit, however the main effect did not reach
significance. The main effect of trial that was significant in the overall analysis was only
a trend within the PWS group. As in Experiment 2, the addition of any measure of
stuttering severity (SSI-4, OASES-A, or BCL) or the age of onset of stuttering, did not
significantly improve model fit. This was also true when using the other measures of
relatedness from the survey results.

Table 3.14. Estimates of a linear mixed effects regression model fitted to the RT
data from the PWS group only from Experiment 3, and associated statistics.
Raw
Log
Estimate
SE
df
t
p
Estimate
(ms)
520.92
Intercept
2.70500
0.03166
26.08
85.44
< 0.001
-71.91
ConSim
-0.04671
0.01657
98.35
-2.82
0.00583
-0.48
Frequency
-0.00032
0.00008
152.70 -3.81
< 0.001
3.58
Age
0.00263
0.00077
20.95
3.40
0.00271
-0.12
Trial
-0.00010
0.00006
159.70 -1.67
0.09667
41.54
Gender
0.02915
0.02113
20.98
1.38
0.18234
Note: ConSim = Concept Similarity value. For Gender the reference level is female.
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Primary accuracy analysis. Overall accuracy (irrespective of other factors) was
very high in both groups. Accuracy was nearly identical for words (PWS: M = 94.9%,
SD=2.6; TFA: M = 95.9%, SD=2.5) compared to nonwords (PWS: M = 94.7%, SD=4.3;
TFA: M = 95.9%, SD=3.4; p values > 1.85). Further, there were no significant betweengroup differences for words or nonwords (p values > 0.851).
Table 3.15 lists variable estimates and statistical results for the linear mixedeffects model for the effect of ConSim on lexical decision accuracy. There was a trend
towards a main effect of ConSim, with all study participants responding more accurately
as ConSim value increased (Figure 3.13). There was no main effect of Group, and the
Group x ConSim interaction was not significant. Accuracy increased with age (Figure
3.14) and word frequency (Figure 3.15) in both groups.

Table 3.15. Estimates of a generalized linear mixed effects regression model fitted to the
accuracy data from Experiment 3, and associated statistics.

Intercept
ConSim
Group
Frequency
Age
ConSim x Group

Estimate
3.032735
1.234872
-0.332757
0.007032
0.021237
0.082415

SE
0.456749
0.7351
0.264782
0.00398
0.00719
0.486599

Z
6.64
1.68
-1.257
1.767
2.953
0.169

p
< 0.001
0.09298
0.20886
0.07727
0.00314
0.86551

Note: ConSim = Concept Similarity value. For Group, the reference level
is TFA
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Figure 3.13. Accuracy as a function of ConSim value for each group.

Figure 3.14. Accuracy as a function of age for each group.
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Figure 3.15. Accuracy as a function of word frequency for each group.

Accuracy analysis within PWS. Table 3.16 lists variable estimates and statistical
results for the linear mixed-effects model for the effect of ConSim on lexical decision
accuracy within the PWS group. No main effects of ConSim or frequency were found,
however there was a trend towards an interaction between ConSim and frequency. The
addition of age, gender, trial, SSI-4, OASES-A, and BCL (or their interactions) did not
significantly improve model fit.

Table 3.16. Estimates of a generalized linear mixed effects regression
model fitted to the accuracy data from the PWS group only from
Experiment 3, and associated statistics.
Estimate

SE

Intercept
3.60043
0.43372
ConSim
0.89933
0.86335
Frequency
-0.01282
0.01224
ConSim x Frequency
0.06594
0.03804
Note: ConSim = Concept Similarity value.
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Z

p

8.301
1.042
-1.047
1.733

< 0.001
0.298
0.295
0.083

3.4. Discussion
3.4.1. Summary of Findings
This study was designed to examine potential differences in semantic organization
between PWS and TFA, specifically as an explanation for studies which find slow and
erroneous performance on a phoneme monitoring task by PWS, suggesting a deficit at
pre-articulatory planning levels. Two lexical decision experiments were designed to test
the Near Neighbor Interference Hypothesis (NNIH).
Experiment 2 used single response lexical decision and manipulated the NoA of
the target words. It was hypothesized that while both groups should respond faster to
words with a high NoA, PWS should respond even faster, due to a lifetime of word
substitution affecting the automatic activation of related words. The results showed that
while both groups did exhibit faster reaction times as the NoA of words increased, this
difference was not stronger for PWS. In fact, after accounting for frequency of the target
word, age, and gender, there was a trend for PWS to respond slower than TFA overall. In
terms of accuracy, participants were more accurate as NoA increased, but the significant
NoA x Group interacted revealed that this was particularly true for the TFA group. In the
simple accuracy analysis without accounting for any other variables, PWS were less
accurate than TFA for words and nonwords, but this difference was not present in the
linear mixed effects model analyses.
Experiment 3 used picture-word priming in lexical decision, and here the
manipulation was the degree of relatedness between picture prime and target word. It was
hypothesized that both groups would respond faster as the degree of relatedness between
the prime and target increased and that this effect would be exacerbated for PWS. Results
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again showed that while both groups did respond faster as the degree of relatedness
between prime and target increased, this difference was not greater for the PWS group.
The trend towards an interaction between ConSim and Group approached significance,
but this was driven by the TFA group, in which the effect of relatedness was stronger.
Unlike Experiment 2, the main effect of Group did not approach significance. As for
accuracy, there was a nonsignificant trend for all participants to respond more accurately
as the degree of relatedness between picture and prime increased; however there was no
main effect of Group, or a significant interaction between ConSim and Group.
In terms of RT, it was found that for all participants, RT slowed with age,
decreased as word frequency increased, and males were slower than females (a trend in
both Experiments). Unique to Experiment 2 was a trend for PWS to respond slower than
TFA, while trial (i.e., RT over time) was a significant factor in Experiment 3: both groups
sped up over time, but this was especially true for the TFA group. Additionally, in both
experiments, accuracy increased with the frequency of the word as well as with the age of
the participant, in both groups. In Experiment 2, accuracy decreased over time, but this
did not happen in Experiment 3. None of these factors in the accuracy analysis was
modulated by Group.
3.4.2. Effect of NoA
This study replicated findings that lexical decision RTs become faster, and
responses become more accurate, as the number of associates of a word increases (Balota
et al., 2004, Buchanan et al., 2001) supporting previous research suggesting that related
words are activated even when processing single words (Nelson et al., 1998). However,
the findings do not support the hypothesis that, due to their practice of word-substitution,
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PWS activate more words, leading to faster processing of words that have a higher NoA,
as there was no interaction between NoA and Group. It is also not the case that PWS
simply respond faster to all words, regardless of NoA, which would have suggested
stronger connections between words irrespective of NoA. In fact, PWS tended to respond
slower than TFA overall. There are several potential explanations for this finding. First,
slowness and other irregularities in responding to experimental stimuli has been a rather
common finding in the stuttering literature (e.g., Smits-Bandstra, 2010), though many of
these studies have outcome measures that require a direct verbal response such as picture
naming, which necessarily has confounds due to overt disfluencies in the speech of PWS.
Slowness in responding could instead lie in basic motoric slowness, but there is no
evidence that that is the case in the present study, as PWS did not differ from TFA on a
simple motor reaction time task (visual baseline task 1). Interestingly, however, PWS
were significantly slower than TFA when this simple visual response time task was
altered to include making a choice about two stimuli (visual baseline task 2). It appears
that the additional cognitive load of making a choice revealed that the capacity for
processing increased demands may be diminished in PWS, although both groups did
respond slower to the second visual baseline task. The fact that both groups responded
slower to the second visual baseline task is not unexpected, as the additional component
of making a choice adds on time to process prior to responding, but this was stronger for
PWS.
One particular cognitive factor that could cause a reaction time difference is
attention. In this study, the CPT was used to assess attention, and there were no
significant differences between PWS and TFA in any of the dimensions of attention that
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were measured, as shown in Table 3.5. Short-term memory (STM)/phonological working
memory (e.g., Baddley, 2003) deficits could be argued to play a role in response time
tasks, and these factors were not assessed in the present study; however it seems unlikely
that general STM deficits would be the cause of the slowness in PWS, due to the limited
time allotted to respond that is inherent in the task (but see Bajaj, 2007, for a review of
phonological working memory issues in stuttering).This is especially true here, in terms
of Experiment 2, but may have more merit for explaining findings in Experiment 3
(section 3.3.3). One subcomponent of phonological working memory is subvocal
rehearsal. Despite the fast-paced experimental design, it cannot be ruled out that subvocal
rehearsal was occurring during lexical decision. If PWS have impaired subvocal rehearsal
(Bosshardt 1990, 1993) this could add to the slowness in responding. Further, this
increased processing demand in the phonological working memory component would
also tax the central executive, which regulates responding, also creating the possibility of
increased response time.
Previous research in TFA has shown effects of neighborhood distance on word
recognition tasks: distantly related neighbors actually speed up access, while close
neighbors slow down access (Mirman & Magnuson, 2008). Wingate (1988) reported that
PWS produce less frequent words during word association tasks compared to TFA,
suggesting that, again, it may be that neighborhood distance is an important factor in
what words receive increased/stronger activation. In the present study, the distance of the
associated words was not taken into account, only the number of associates; therefore
effects of distance cannot be examined or ruled out, and such effects should be studied in
the future. However, if it is indeed the case that PWS have more ‘near’ neighbors as
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defined by neighborhood distance measures (e.g., those in Mirman & Magnuson, 2008),
there could be increased competition between these neighbors for selection and
activation, delaying response time, both in the phoneme monitoring (e.g., Experiment 1)
and lexical decision tasks. In fact, Maxfield and colleagues (2012) discuss decreased
‘lateral’ inhibition of competitors as a potential reason for the findings in their study
(PWS showed a reverse N400 for phonologically and semantically related probes).
Lateral inhibition occurs to help select the ‘correct’ word and inhibit competitors. In both
Maxfield et al. (2012) and Newman and Ratner (2007), PWS exhibited more naming
errors, and tended to use synonyms in Newman and Ratner, which Maxfield et al.
suggested may be reflective of decreased lateral inhibition of competing words. In the
present study, it was hypothesized that automatic activation of associated words would
lead to faster processing due to spreading activation, but it is possible, alternatively, that
these related words are not being inhibited automatically, leading to lingering
representations of incorrect words, slowing response time. This seems especially likely in
light of the fact that PWS were not faster than TFA overall. Both groups do respond
faster to words with more associates (i.e., a ‘larger’ neighborhood) but PWS tend to be
slower than TFA in general. As suggested by Maxfield et al. (2010; 2012), it is possible
that words with more associates are already activated at a high level, thus requiring more
time to inhibit.
Turning to the accuracy data, both groups responded more accurately as the NoA
of words increased, and irrespective of NoA, PWS were significantly less accurate than
TFA for both words and nonwords, though it must be noted this was not the case in the
regression analyses (i.e., when accounting for other factors). Despite both groups
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performing with high accuracy, these results point yet again to subtle deficits in PWS,
which have been found previously for a number of linguistic and nonlinguistic tasks (see
Bajaj, 2007). These results also echo findings from Experiment 1 of increased errors in
the PWS group on the monitoring task. So what might cause more errors in the PWS
group on the lexical decision task? As with the RT results, this could be due to attention
deficits, yet no between-group differences were found for CPT performance. In terms of
activation spreading and potential deficits with this process as discussed with the RT
results in the previous paragraph, it seems unlikely that an increase in errors in a lexical
decision task would be the result of inefficient activation spreading. Even if such a deficit
exists, it should not affect a participant’s knowledge of lexical status of a string of letters.
However, it is possible that simply due to the automatic activation of many related words,
the system of PWS simply becomes ‘overloaded’ and thus more likely to make an error,
generally speaking. Thus these subtle differences in accuracy are likely the result of some
non-linguistic characteristic that remains to be determined.
3.4.3. Effect of Degree of Relatedness
Results from Experiment 3 replicated previous research showing that pictures can
serve as primes (Hilder Schilling, 1999; Vanderwart, 1984; Kahlaoui, Baccino, Joanette,
& Magnie, 2007; Kircher, Sass, Sachs, & Krach, 2009). As the degree of relatedness
between (picture) prime and target increased, reaction time to the target word during
lexical decision was faster in all participants. It was hypothesized that this effect of
priming would be stronger for PWS than TFA, again due to their word-substitution
behavior to avoid stuttering (i.e., the NNIH). Results did not support this hypothesis, and
in fact, the effect was nearly significantly stronger for TFA, as evidenced by the trend
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towards a significant interaction between Group and ConSim. In other words, the
presentation of a related prime sped up RT more for TFA than PWS. There was also no
main effect of group in this Experiment, unlike in Experiment 2. PWS were not generally
slower (or faster).
Results did not differ when using the outcome of the survey responses, that is,
‘relatedness’ and ‘similarity’ measures. These additional measures were created and used
as a secondary means of assessing the degree of relatedness, attempting to separate how
related the picture-word pairs were (relatedness) from the degree to which they shared
features (similarity). However, results of the statistical analysis did not change using
these variables in place of ConSim. Thus it does not seem that ‘relatedness’ was
measured inaccurately, or that the more fine-grained analysis attempting to parcel out the
degree to the picture primes and words are ‘associated’ vs. ‘share features’ was helpful.
With regard to accuracy, the effect of degree of relatedness was less pronounced,
with only a trend towards a main effect of ConSim. There was no main effect of Group.
Accuracy increased with age and word frequency in both groups, which is to be expected.
As in Experiment 2, it is not surprising that accuracy analyses did not reveal group
differences, or that the effect of degree of relatedness was not so strong. Reaction time is
much more suited for detecting subtle differences in linguistic processing, and there was
no reason to expect that PWS would exhibit a deficit simply related to determining the
lexical status of a word.
3.4.4. Within PWS Group Analyses
A further factor of interest specifically within the PWS group was how stuttering
severity and age of onset affected performance, though of course, word-substitution is not
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something that every PWS does, or at least not to the same degree. Age of onset is
directly related to the question at hand, as it is experience with word-substitution that
formed the basis of the NNIH, and it follows that the longer a person has been stuttering,
the more experience they have with this behavior. However, in the present study, age of
onset did not significantly affect RT or accuracy in either Experiment 2 or 3. Turning to
severity of stuttering, the additional of the three measures of stuttering severity (SSI4,
OASES-A, and BCL) generally did not affect performance, with one exception. The BCL
asks participants to rate the frequency of linguistic and nonlinguistic behaviors, including
word-substitution, and including results from this test did not impact RT results in
Experiment 2, nor did it impact RT or accuracy in Experiment 3. Interestingly, in
Experiment 2, PWS who scored higher on the BCL (i.e., those who reported more
linguistic and nonlinguistic coping behaviors) were actually more accurate.
Experiment 3 is arguably more difficult than Experiment 2, due to the added
picture prime. Although participants were instructed not to pay attention to the picture
prime, many participants noted that it was ‘distracting’. Previous research has found that
PWS perform worse than TFA on tasks with increased difficulty, such as dual-task
paradigms (Bajaj, 2007; Bosshardt, 2006). It is possible, therefore, that the process of
suppressing the picture prime put additional strain on the cognitive system in PWS above
that of the TFA. General increased cognitive load has also been shown to impair
performance of PWS on a variety of tasks including rhyme judgment, finger tapping, and
category decisions (Bajaj, 2007; Bosshardt, Ballmer, & DeNil, 2002; Jones, Fox, &
Jacewicz, 2012).
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3.4.5. Results Related to Deficits in Phonological Encoding in PWS
The NNIH was proposed specifically as an account for the slow and erroneous
performance of PWS compared to TFA in previous studies using phoneme monitoring
(e.g., Sasisekaran et al., 2006; Garnett & Den Ouden, 2013; Chapter 2). Due to a lifetime
of word substitution to avoid stuttering, the NNIH states that PWS have stronger
connections between semantic/lexical neighbors, or simply have more neighbors.
Therefore, in a covert speech production task such as phoneme monitoring during silent
picture naming, these neighbors are automatically activated. This would result in a)
increased search time between picture labels, reflected in slow response time on the
phoneme monitoring task, and b) increased errors, due to activation of phonemes in
neighbors that are not present in the target word.
It was hypothesized that due to the stronger semantic organization in the
neighborhoods of PWS compared to TFA, PWS would respond faster than TFA during
lexical decision to words with a) more associates (higher NoA), and b) when the word is
primed by a related picture. Such results would have provided evidence of automatic
activation of related words; however, this was not the case. While PWS and TFA did
both respond in the hypothesized direction, the difference was not greater in PWS.
Interestingly, in Experiment 2, PWS tended to respond slower than TFA. Although not
along the lines predicted by the NNIH, these results may still be accounted for in terms of
a potential difference in semantic neighborhood organization. Recall that the Vicious
Circle Hypothesis (Vasic & Wijnen, 2005) proposes a hyper-vigilant internal speech
monitor. As mentioned, it has been shown that PWS exhibit fewer disfluencies under
dual-task conditions. It is argued that since the ‘impaired’ speech monitor is less engaged
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when the attentional demands of the task are greater, it detects fewer errors, and speech is
more fluent (Bajaj, 2007; Bosshardt, 2006). Of course, lexical decision does not involve
overt speech, but if more associated words are activated automatically in PWS (i.e., due
to the NNIH), a hyperactive speech monitor would ‘see’ these additional words (and their
phonetic make-up) as errors, leading to slower processing time. Further, Experiment 3
may have invoked increased attentional demands due to the need to ‘ignore’ the prime.
Ganushchak and Schiller (2006) found that time pressure affects response time: under
increased time pressure conditions, more errors were made on a phoneme monitoring task
in TFA. Increased time pressure takes away processing capacity from the internal selfmonitor. If this monitor is already performing at a subpar level, further stress on it could
also slow processing leading to similar RT in PWS as TFA.
As discussed in section 3.1.3, in addition to decreased ‘lateral inhibition’, one
potential explanation is ‘center surround inhibition’, which involves the suppression
words that are (semantically) related to a weakly-activated prime, thus decreasing
competition. Such an effect would account for the results of Experiment 2, as there was
no interaction between group and NoA, but a trend towards a main effect of group. This
would explain why PWS were slower, but that the difference between PWS and TFA was
not modulated by NoA. Interpretation is more difficult for the results of Experiment 3, as
PWS were not slower. However, there was a trend for TFA to benefit more from the
increase in degree of relatedness, so, in some sense, PWS were actually ‘worse’ than
TFA in Experiment 3 as well. If related words are suppressed, then it could be expected
that PWS would benefit less, in line with the findings. Center surround inhibition also
makes sense as an account for the present findings in terms of those from Chapter 2 and
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Sasisekaran et al. (2006). Results here are consistent with the idea that indeed more
words are activated, or neighborhoods are stronger, but that there is inefficient spreading
activation. This could lead to slow performance on the phoneme monitoring task as well
as on the lexical decision task: the more words that are activated, the more words need to
be suppressed, all of which takes processing time. Coupled with time constraints during
the experimental tasks, shown to slow responding in PWS, a processing overload may
account for the findings in the studies presented here.
3.5. Conclusions and Future Directions
The purpose of this chapter was to test the Near Neighbor Interference Hypothesis
(NNIH), which states that due to a lifetime of word substitution behavior to avoid overt
disfluencies, PWS have more ‘near neighbors’ or stronger connections between
neighbors, than TFA. Further, the NNIH was proposed to serve as an account for the
performance of PWS in Experiment 1 and in previous studies (e.g., Sasisekaran et al.,
2006) using phoneme monitoring and pointing to a deficit at the level of phonological
encoding. Results of the present study were not in the direction that was hypothesized: all
participants responded faster to words with higher NoA, and to words preceded by a
picture that was highly related to the target word, but the magnitude of these
measurements were not different for PWS. Nor did PWS respond generally faster than
TFA irrespective of the linguistic manipulations in either experiment. Center surround
inhibition and/or decreased lateral inhibition both are plausible explanations for these
findings, and future research should continue to examine semantic neighborhoods in
PWS.
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One limitation of the present study is that, in contrast to the number of neighbors,
neighborhood distance measures were not calculated and may have affected RT
independently. Future studies could explicitly manipulate such lexical characteristics. As
in many previous studies, PWS were slower on some control tasks, including one of the
baseline visual tasks. Although the present results do not seem to be accounted for by
simple motor response time, future research should continue to investigate what might be
causing slower RT on nonspeech tasks in PWS. The same can be said for executive
functions such as attention. Despite no differences on the attention tests given in this
study, future studies should continue to address potential differences in the attentional
processing of PWS, especially as task demands increase.
Finally, future research should combine methodologies to gain a better
understanding of the speech production deficits in PWS. One way to do this would be to
combine neurophysiological measures, such as event-related potentials (ERPs), with
behavioral tasks such as lexical decision or phoneme monitoring. The use of ERPs could
allow the time course of different stages of the speech production process to be
examined.
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CHAPTER 4: GENERAL DISCUSSION
This dissertation focused on pre-articulatory stages of the speech production
process in two disorders of fluency, cluttering and stuttering. For decades, researchers
and clinicians have studied both language and motor aspects of stuttering and cluttering,
leading to hypotheses regarding the functional level of deficit and how that relates to the
output characteristics in the speech of people who clutter (PWC) and people who stutter
(PWS). Stuttering and cluttering both are hypothesized to result from speech planning
deficits, and evidence for such deficits has been shown at both higher levels of planning,
such as the lexical-semantic and phonological levels, and lower levels typically thought
to occur at a motor level, or phonetic, level.
The three studies in this dissertation focused primarily on the phonological
encoding level, when it is theorized that phonemes are selected and assembled into
phonological word forms. Previous research suggests that PWS have deficits at this stage
of speech production, and one purpose of this dissertation was to replicate such findings,
and extend the methodology to study the same process in PWC. A second purpose of this
dissertation was to attempt to account for the hypothesized speech planning deficits in
PWS, by studying stages of speech production that occur prior to phonological encoding,
which may contain the source of the errors hypothesized to exist at that level. This final
chapter first presents a summary and discussion of the main findings from Experiments 1,
2, and 3. This summary will be followed by a general discussion integrating the results of
all three experiments specifically for the PWS group. Finally, implications for models of
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speech production, implications for future research, and contributions to the field will be
presented.
4.1 Summary of Findings from Chapter 2
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to extend previous methodological means of
studying the speech production process in stuttering to investigate the same process in
cluttering. It is often hypothesized that stuttering and cluttering are related, thus it makes
sense to investigate both disorders using the same experimental tasks. Stuttering has been
hypothesized to be a result of disrupted phonological encoding, either due to covert
repairs of errors in the phonological plan (Covert Repair Hypothesis [CRH]; Postma &
Kolk, 1993) or a hyper-vigilant internal speech monitor, which ‘sees’ errors that do not
truly exist and initiates repair (Vicious Circle Hypothesis [VCH]; Vasnic & Wijnen,
2005). As cluttering has been described as a rate disorder with an increased rate of speech
and in which speech errors are present in the final speech output, it was hypothesized that
people who clutter (PWC) may also have a deficit in the phonological encoding stage of
speech production. Specifically, the problem was hypothesized to be a hypoactive speech
monitor. Therefore the primary purposed of Experiment 1 was to test this hypothesis. A
secondary purpose was to replicate previous findings of slow performance by PWS on a
phoneme monitoring task designed to detect disruptions in the phonological encoding
stage of speech production (Chapter 2; Garnett & Den Ouden, 2013; Sasisekaran et al.,
2006), which provided pilot data for Chapter 3 Experiments 2 and 3.
The results of Experiment 1 replicated previous findings of increased reaction
time during phoneme monitoring in PWS, which was interpreted as evidence for delayed
phonological encoding (i.e., CRH and VCH). A second, new finding was that PWS also
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made more errors on this task, which further supports these hypotheses. A third finding,
also new, was that PWC do not exhibit the same slow and erroneous performance as
PWS, and perform much like controls on this task. This suggests that PWC do not have a
deficit in phonological encoding at the single word level, offering a potential way to
differentiate between the two disorders, something that is often difficult to do for
clinicians. This was the first study to investigate phonological encoding using phoneme
monitoring in PWC.
4.2. Summary of Findings from Chapter 3
Chapter 3 was a follow-up investigation of the findings in the PWS group, and
consisted of two separate experiments, both of which tested the proposed Near Neighbor
Interference Hypothesis (NNIH). The NNIH predicted that, due to a lifetime of word
substitution behavior, the semantic neighborhoods in PWS would be organized
differently than that of TFA. It hypothesizes that PWS have stronger connections
between related words, or that there are simply more related words in their semantic
neighborhoods (i.e., increased density). Further, the NNIH was developed as an account
for the performance of PWS in Experiment 1 and Sasisekaran et al. (2006), which found
slow and erroneous phoneme monitoring, point to deficits in phonological encoding in
PWS as proposed by the CRH and VCH. During a covert speech task such as phoneme
monitoring, participants must silently scan the phonological code for the presence or
absence of a target phoneme. Arguably, this requires the completion of all stages of
speech production through phonological encoding (Levelt, Roelofs, & Myers, 1999). One
criticism of the CRH as a monitoring-based account for stuttering is that it offers no
account for the deficit that generates errors in the phonological plan in the first place.
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This is what the NNIH proposed to fill in. During a covert speech production task such as
phoneme monitoring, the additional or more strongly connected neighbors are
automatically activated, due to a lifetime of word substitution in PWS. This would result
in a) increased search time between potential picture names and could lead to slow
reaction time on the phoneme monitoring task, and b) more errors, due to activation of
phonemes in related words that are not present in the target word.
To test the NNIH, two experiments were conducted. Experiment 2 investigated
the effects of number of associates (NoA), essentially a measure of neighborhood size, on
lexical decision reaction time in PWS and TFA. Previous research has shown that TFA
respond faster and more accurately to words with high vs. low NoA (Balota, Cortese,
Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap, 2004; Buchanan, Westbury, & Burgess, 2001;
Dunabeitia, Aviles, & Carreiras, 2008; Pexman, Hargreaves, Edwards, Henry, &
Goodyear, 2007). According to the NNIH, PWS should respond even faster to words as
the NoA increases, as spreading activation from the ‘target’ word in the lexical decision
task to its associated words should be faster. Experiment 3 investigated the effects of
degree of relatedness between picture-prime and target word on lexical decision. Previous
research has shown faster responding to real words during lexical decision when that
word is primed by a picture of a related vs. unrelated word (Hilder Schilling, 1999;
Kahlaoui, Baccino, Joanette, & Magnie, 2007; Kircher, Sass, Sachs, & Krach, 2009;
Vanderwart, 1984). According the NNIH, this priming benefit should be even greater for
PWS.
Results from Experiment 2 were not supportive of the specific prediction from the
NNIH as there was no interaction between Group and NoA, nor were PWS simply faster
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as a group. In fact, PWS were nearly significantly slower as a group, irrespective of NoA.
Both groups responded more accurately as the NoA increased, but the magnitude of this
improvement was not greater for PWS, but instead was greater for TFA. The results of
Experiment 3 also did not support the NNIH, as there was no interaction between
relatedness and group in the hypothesized direction, nor a main effect of group. In
actuality, there was a trend towards an interaction in the opposite direction, with TFA
benefitting more from the picture priming that PWS, however in Experiment 3 PWS were
not slower as a group as they were in Experiment 2. In terms of accuracy, participants
exhibited a trend to be more accurate as the degree of relatedness increased, but this did
not differ between groups.
4.3. Integration of Results from Chapters 2 and 3 and Implications for Models of
Speech Production
Experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 3 were designed as a follow up to Experiment 1
in Chapter 2, which along with previous studies (e.g., Sasisekaran et al., 2006) supported
the idea that PWS have some deficit in linguistic planning. In Chapter 2, it was found that
PWS were numerically slower than TFA during a phoneme monitoring task designed to
tap into the level of phonological encoding, but they were no different than TFA on
auditory monitoring or simple motor tasks, as in Sasisekaran et al. (2006). Further, the
results of Chapter 2 showed that PWS made more errors than TFA on these tasks, a new
finding not previously observed. Sasisekaran et al. suggested that PWS do select and
eventually encode the correct phonemes, but with a delay. In contrast, Experiment 1
suggests that perhaps phonemes are being selected erroneously as they fill their syllabic
frame. So far, both studies support the CRH (Postma & Kolk, 1993), which posits a
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disruption in phonological encoding for PWS. Results from both studies are also
consistent with the VCH (Vasnic & Wijnen, 2005), which proposes a hyperactive internal
speech monitor that detects and ‘corrects’ errors that are not actually present. The present
methodology (phoneme monitoring) cannot tease apart these two accounts for speech
errors and stuttering. Although at first glance the results of these phoneme monitoring
studies seem to primarily support the CRH (true errors in the phonological plan causing
delayed phonological encoding), a hyperactive internal speech monitor as in the VCH
would also ‘see’ incorrect phonemes, giving rise to a delay in selecting and/or assembling
them. The distinction between selection and assembly of phonemes can also not be teased
apart with the current tasks, and future research should attempt to distinguish between
these two processes, perhaps with preparation vs. execution tasks, as done for apraxia of
speech in Maas, Robin, Wright, & Ballard (2008). Nevertheless, results from Experiment
1 support the suggestion that PWS have a deficit specific to linguistic planning and/or
monitoring that contributes to stuttering, not a general monitoring or motor deficit.
While the present research does support the notion that stuttering is caused by a
speech planning deficit, specifically in terms of phonological encoding, accounts such as
the CRH have been criticized because they do not include a cause for the errors in the
speech plan. These errors could be present due to a problem with the phonological
encoding stage itself, which is primarily what the CRH hypothesizes, but they could also
be present due to a disruption somewhere further ‘upstream’ in the speech production
process (Brocklehurst & Corley, 2011). Chapter 3 took this second approach and
hypothesized that the deficient phonological encoding arises earlier on in the lexical
stage. Specifically, the NNIH was developed to account for the errors in phonological
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encoding via semantic neighborhood differences between PWS and TFA: neighbors
receive additional automatic activation due to a lifetime of word substitution to avoid
stuttering, and these neighbors compete for eventual selection of phonemes.
The NNIH was tested by hypothesizing that spreading activation would occur
more quickly in PWS than TFA, leading to additional decrease in reaction time to lexical
decision tasks designed to manipulate the number of associates and degree of relatedness
between picture primes and target words. Results were not in the direction expected, and
seem to suggest that the NNIH is not a plausible account for the errors present in the
phonological plan. PWS did not respond faster than TFA, either as a group or in terms of
an interaction with NoA or degree of relatedness, and were often slower, suggesting that
activation does not spread faster to neighbors or related words. Upon further inspection,
however, results are not as incongruent as they may seem. Increased (automatic)
activation of related words or neighbors could actually lead to slower reaction time as
well, when interpreted in light of decreased lateral inhibition, as in Maxfield and
colleagues (2010; 2012; 2015). Rather than exhibiting faster RTs than TFA, if PWS
experience decreased lateral inhibition of neighboring/related words, this could lead to
slower linguistic processing during the lexical decision task. This was the case for
Experiment 2 in Chapter 3: PWS exhibited a strong trend to respond slower as a group
(irrespective of NoA) than TFA. The lack of an interaction is also supportive of the
reinterpretation of the NNIH: it was expected that the difference between PWS and TFA
would be greater at higher NoA, but if at higher NoA the PWS group experiences even
further decreased lateral inhibition (because of the increased NoA), this would level out
their RT to reflect a main effect of group. The difference between PWS and TFA would
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not change as NoA increased, because the additional deficit in lateral inhibition also
increases at higher NoA for PWS.
How does this relate to slow and erroneous performance during a phoneme
monitoring task, as observed in Experiment 1? This aspect of the NNIH may still hold if,
when silently naming the target photo to scan for the presence of a target phoneme, the
automatic activation of related words would still lead to slower scanning time and the
potential for lower accuracy. In other words, instead, it is still possible that there is
increased automatic of related words (i.e., activation spreading), but rather than being
reflected in faster lexical decision times, it is reflected in slower lexical decision times.
The more words that are activated, the longer it takes for related words to be inhibited.
Thus, although results in Chapter 3 were not in the predicted direction, it does not rule
out the general prediction of the NNIH. This interpretation of the observed results now
leads to a new hypothesis, to be tested in further studies.
This dissertation, especially Experiment 1, has been interpreted primarily under
the framework of traditional psycholinguistic models of speech production, such as
Levelt et al. (1999). Other, modern models of speech production certainly exist, but these
primarily deal with post-phonological stages of speech (motor) planning (e.g., the DIVA
model). This dissertation has purposefully focused on ‘pre-articulatory’ processes, in an
attempt to isolate potential deficits that occur prior to any motor commands, but it must
be acknowledged that such a division is difficult to define, is often challenged, and can
inhibit progress in the field (see Hickok, 2012).
A speech production (planning) model that specifically aims to bridge the gap
between so-called motor approaches and psycholinguistic approaches has been proposed
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by Hickok (e.g., 2012). The hierarchical state feedback control (HSFC) model not only
incorporates a phonological processing level, but includes both internal and external
monitoring, as well as integration of motor and auditory systems. The phonological
processing level has two hierarchically organized levels: a lower level somatosensorymotor level (phoneme), and a higher level cortical-auditory level (syllable). Activation
from a lemma is fed to these phonological processing levels, which are processed
concurrently. In the HSFC model, then, in order to account for the findings from this
dissertation, the disruption would need to be at a functional level between the proposed
word (lemma) level and the phonological processing levels, without otherwise making
very different predictions.
The results of this dissertation cannot specifically be accounted for in terms of
one HSFC phonological processing level or the other. Rather, the findings may instead
point to a disruption prior to or during the transfer of activation to these levels from the
previous level. However, the results of this dissertation can be informed by one
particular aspect of the HFSC model, namely the internal feedback control system. The
results of Chapter 3, which suggest inefficient semantic activation spreading leading to
unintended activation of words and their respective phonemes, could be a result of
normal motor connections (i.e., sufficient activation and selectivity) but auditory
connections that were not selective enough. According to simulations in Hickok (2012)
this leads to increased motor and auditory activation of words in the semantic (and/or
phonological) neighborhoods, making it more difficult for the correct word to be selected.
So, if the auditory targets are somehow not tuned appropriately in PWS, this could lead to
non-selectivity and increased activation of related words. This in turn could slow
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performance on phoneme monitoring tasks, as in Chapter 2, as well as on tasks that
involve the manipulation of semantic neighborhoods, as in Chapter 3. Such a notion
would be compatible with the common finding of decreased activation in auditory areas
in neuroimaging studies of PWS (Brown et al., 2005; Fox et al., 2000).
4.4. Limitations and Future Directions
There were several limitations to the studies presented in this dissertation. It is
extremely difficult to find pure PWC, for several reasons. First, although there are
clinical definitions published by ASHA and other diagnostic guidelines compiled by
fluency experts, it remains the case that not all researchers agree upon these guidelines
and definitions. This makes recruitment difficult, as well as interpretation of findings and
comparison with other research findings. Second, there is no standardized test for
cluttering, making it difficult to be completely certain that no other deficits exist, and
clinicians and researchers alike must often rely on self-reports. Third, cluttering is known
to often co-occur with other speech and language disorders, particularly stuttering.
Finally, due to such recruitment issues, it was not possible to balance the PWS and PWC
groups in Experiment 1 with regard to age and gender, so naturally this should be done in
future studies comparing the two, when possible.
Although no evidence was found for a phonological encoding deficit for PWC in
Experiment 1, the experiment only tested single word encoding. Cluttering may in fact
result from deficits in planning longer utterances, and future studies should address this,
and compare with single word encoding. Continued research aimed towards
differentiating the two disorders is extremely important, as this can be a difficult task for
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clinicians. This is compounded by the concurrence of cluttering and stuttering, and
careful, detailed studies of both linguistic and motor aspects are warranted.
In Chapter 3 Experiment 2, one important limitation and interesting hypothesis for
future studies is that the neighborhood distance was not taken into consideration and may
impact reaction times (Mirman & Magnuson, 2008). If semantic neighbors in PWS are
‘closer/more near’ than the same neighbors in TFA, this could lead to increased
competition and delayed response time, particularly for Experiment 2. A second
limitation is that it does appear that some cognitive factor related to decision-making may
play a role in the differences found between PWS and TFA, as PWS were significantly
slower on the non-speech/language choice visual baseline task (task 2). PWS performed
just like TFA on the measure of attention used in Chapter 3, the CPT, ruling out obvious
attention deficits, at least in this group of PWS. As discussed, one possible explanation is
simply that the second visual baseline task was more difficult, as PWS have been shown
to perform worse under dual-task conditions (Bajaj, 2007; Bosshardt, 2006) but it does
not rule out a deficit specifically related to choice-making, and this should be investigated
in the future.
There are also general limitations that apply to all three experiments. First, the
outcome measures were (purposefully) not verbal in nature. It is well-established that due
to overt disfluencies, PWS perform slower on speaking tasks, and the studies presented in
this dissertation aimed to avoid such confounds. Nevertheless, the tasks used were
therefore not natural speech and language tasks, introducing other potential confounds
related to processing demands, motor skill deficits, short-term memory deficits, and
others. Finally, it is not clear if participants were ‘silently articulating’ during the tasks.
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Such covert rehearsal introduces potential confounds related to phonological working
memory as well as deficits at a motor level (i.e., phonetic encoding). Future studies could
make use of a bite block to limit subvocal rehearsal.
4.5. Contributions
Experiment 1 presents one of the first studies into the covert speech production
and linguistic planning process in people who clutter using phoneme monitoring. Second,
while still a small sample size, the inclusion of nine pure PWC remains one of the largest
samples of pure PWC to be tested in any research study to date. Third, results from this
study suggest that while PWC may have a disruption in the speech production process
that is yet to be determined, this disruption does not appear to be at the level of
phonological encoding of single words. Fourth, results also found that PWC do not
respond faster (or, indeed, slower) overall, in any of the monitoring tasks or the simple
motor task, which is in line with the idea that cluttering is not a generalized deficit.
In contrast to the PWC, PWS do exhibit slow and erroneous performance during
phoneme monitoring, and these results add to the body of literature indicating that
stuttering is not simply a motor deficit, but also includes higher level speech planning
deficits. Another important new finding that warrants future research is that not only are
PWS slower during the phoneme monitoring task, but they make more errors as well.
Contrary to Sasisekaran et al. (2006) this suggests that PWS may not simply have
delayed phonological encoding in which they do eventually select the correct phoneme,
but may also have trouble with the selection process itself.
The two experiments in Chapter 3 were the first to use lexical decision to
investigate semantic neighborhoods in PWS, specifically as a means to account for errors
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in the phonological speech plan. Results suggest that PWS exhibit inefficient semantic
activation spreading, which slows RT on a lexical decision task. These results are in line
with a series of studies by Maxfield and colleagues (2010; 2012; 2015) which also found
abnormalities in semantic, as well as phonological, activation spreading. While the results
of Chapter 3 did not fall in line with the specific predictions of the NNIH, they
nevertheless offer support for a linguistic deficit in PWS that is related to semantic
activation spreading. The most important finding of Chapter 3 that warrants further
investigation is that PWS do exhibit deficits related to semantic activation which may in
turn contribute to deficits found at the level of phonological encoding, thus contributing
to the overt disfluencies exhibited by PWS.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENT 1 STIMULI
Word
KFFRQ T-LFRQ IMG
IR
NP
PP
basket*
17
214
560 6.86
6
0.3814
biscuit
2
132
571 6.80
6
0.3982
boulder
10
13
614 6.57
5
0.2577
bumper
2
16
6.20
5
0.2193
campus*
33
76
5.86
6
0.3948
candle
18
148
594 6.78
5
0.3351
canvas
19
61
5.96
6
0.4199
captain
85
671
497 5.80
6
0.3049
champagne
13
58
6.76
6
0.1962
compass
13
35
6.73
6
0.3545
cymbal
9
494 6.63
5
0.2926
doctor*
100
1631
600 6.55
5
0.2984
dolphin
1
7
6.92
6
0.2082
falcon*
4
5
6.27
6
0.2482
garlic*
4
30
565 6.49
6
0.289
lumber*
35
142
530 6.12
5
0.1839
magnet*
3
14
543 6.44
6
0.3309
moustache
1
6.78
6
0.3017
musket*
6
8
5.92
6
0.3471
parcel*
1
46
509 5.54
5
0.3
pelvis
1
6.04
6
0.3457
pencil*
34
186
607 6.96
5
0.3301
piglet
6.60
6
0.3637
sandal*
1
22
613 6.72
5
0.3448
shamrock
3
6.80
6
0.2394
shoulder
61
1135
577 6.60
5
0.1786
turnip*
1
40
6.12
5
0.2334
vaccine
1
4.78
6
0.3291
Note: KFFRQ = Kucera and Francis (1967) frequency of occurrence
T-LFRQ = Thorndike and Lorge (1942) Frequency
NP = Number of phonemes
IMG = Imageability
IR= Average imageability rating (scale 1-7; survey n=50)
PP = Sum of phonological probability for each phoneme
PN = Number of phonological neighbors.
* = Also included in Sasisekaran et al. (2006).
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PN
3
2
5
0
1
11
0
1
1
2
4
0
1
0
0
6
2
1
0
3
0
2
0
7
0
2
0
0

APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENT 1 STIMULI STATISTICS
n
M
SD
t
New
14
16.43
25.29
KFFRQ
0.329
Sasisekaran et al., 2006
12
19.92
28.73
New
11 207.73 362.22
TLFRQ
-0.038
Sasisekaran et al., 2006
12 201.17 455.9
New
6
557.8
50.56
IMG
0.341
Sasisekaran et al., 2006
8
565.9
38.01
New
16
6.37
0.56
IR
0.126
Sasisekaran et al., 2006
12
6.39
0.43
New
16
1.88
2.85
PN
0.122
Sasisekaran et al., 2006
12
2
2.41
New
16
0.3
0.07
PP
0.392
Sasisekaran et al., 2006
12
0.31
0.06
New
16
5.69
0.48
NP
-0.987
Sasisekaran et al., 2006
12
5.5
0.52
Note: KFFRQ = Kucera and Francis (1967) frequency of occurrence
T-LFRQ = Thorndike and Lorge (1942) Frequency
NP = Number of phonemes
IMG = Imageability
IR= Average imageability rating
PP = Sum of phonological probability for each phoneme
PN = Number of phonological neighbors.
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df

p

24

0.745

21

0.97

12

0.739

26

0.901

26

0.903

26

0.698

26

0.333

APPENDIX C: EXPERIMENT 2 STIMULI
Word

NoA

Nonword

Word

NoA

Nonword

ACTOR
ALTER
APPLE
AUTHOR
BIRTHDAY
BISCUIT
BISHOP
BLANKET
BOTTLE
BRANDY
BUILDER
BUILDING
BURGLAR
BUTTON
CABBAGE
CAMEL
CANCER
CANDLE
CANNON
CAPTAIN
CAPTION
CARBON
CARPET
CARRIAGE
CHANNEL
CHEMIST
CHICKEN
CHORUS
COCKTAIL
COFFIN
CONTRACT
CORAL
COSTUME
COTTAGE

14
4
17
8
15
22
16
9
20
10
18
20
19
16
15
11
13
8
16
13
19
12
17
13
13
13
29
10
13
8
17
11
18
11

ARPER
ILTAR
OBBLE
ENTHER
FERTHDAT
BISMOAT
LASHOP
FRONKET
HAPPLE
GRINDA
KOALDER
MEALDING
VANGLAR
POTTIN
RIDDAGE
JIMAL
CANPAN
CAMBLE
HUNNIN
RAPCHIN
HUPTION
FIRBIN
WURPIT
WORRIAGE
CHIPPUL
THAMIST
THACKEN
CHOTIN
MACKTAIL
NOPSIN
GARTRACT
MIREL
RASTOME
METTACE

COWBOY
CRACKER
CRATER
CRYSTAL
CUPBOARD
DAMAGE
DENTIST
DOCTOR
DOLLARS
DOORWAY
DRAGON
DUNGEON
EAGER
ELDERS
ENGINE
EXPERT
FARMER
FIGURE
FINGERS
GALLON
GIANT
HELPER
HUNGER
INCENSE
INSTANCE
ISLAND
JOURNAL
KETTLE
KITCHEN
LABOR
LESSON
LETTERS
LIQUID
MACHINE

10
18
10
15
15
19
8
19
8
19
23
16
19
12
16
18
33
19
8
13
17
17
15
12
15
19
15
14
22
10
14
17
14
17

GARBOY
PRUCKER
FLITER
BLUSTAL
FANBOARD
RIMIGE
FIMTIST
VAKTER
MULLARS
WOORDAY
GLIGON
VARGEON
EAPIL
ULDARS
ANGONE
AXPUNT
BORMAR
GARGORE
KINPERS
BULLEN
MIART
NULPAR
PUNGAR
INPANCE
ONSPANCE
OSPOND
MAIRNAL
LOTTAL
VATCHIN
BIBER
VASSOR
MITTURS
BAQUIN
HACHUNE
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Word

NoA

Nonword

Word

NoA

Nonword

MAGNET
MAIDEN
MAPLE
MARBLE
MARRIAGE
MEETING
MINUTES
MIRROR
MONKEY
MONSTER
MORNING
MOTHER
MURDER
MUSTACHE
MUSTARD
NAPKIN
NATION
NATIVE
NECKLACE
NEEDLE
NOTICE
NOVEL
ORCHID
ORGAN
OUTLAW
OYSTER
PACKAGE
PAINTER
PARTNER
PASTURE
PATIENT
PAYMENT
PEBBLE
PETALS
PICKLES
PICNIC
PIECES
PIGEON
PILOT
PLANET

13
22
6
22
19
13
5
8
22
22
18
13
10
9
10
19
12
15
12
8
14
7
7
12
20
14
19
23
17
8
10
13
4
3
14
13
14
7
8
9

PIGNAT
COADEN
VUBLE
FIRBLE
NURRIEGE
NOOGING
BONOTES
BIRRAR
ZANKAY
LINSTAR
CURMING
HATHAR
NIRDAR
LANSTACHE
CANTARD
NAPLAR
LAPRON
NATUKE
PACKPANE
MOOPLE
WATACE
CAVIL
ORCHAN
ANMAN
PITLEW
EYSPAR
PERLAGE
SOANDER
PARKNIR
JOSTARE
PATBERT
PAYWERN
PIMMUL
PETEST
ZACKLED
POCTOC
MEACES
POGEAN
PIFAT
PLEBAT

POISON
POWDER
PRISON
PRODUCT
PUMPKIN
PUPIL
PUZZLE
RABBIT
RAINBOW
REGION
RHYTHM
RIFLE
RODENT
RUBBER
SAFETY
SANDALS
SATIN
SAUCER
SCIENCE
SEAGULL
SEASON
SENTENCE
SERGEANT
SHADOW
SHOULDER
SIDEWALK
SIGNAL
SILVER
SISTER
SKILLET
SOLDIER
SPEAKER
SPIDER
SPLINTER
STABLE
STAPLE
STATION
STATUE
STOCKING
STOMACH

18
17
17
24
8
4
13
27
9
10
13
10
5
20
19
11
9
11
18
10
14
18
16
18
21
16
16
14
16
7
13
21
12
13
13
11
10
17
11
17

MOINAR
WAWDAR
FROSON
FRIDICT
RAMPSIN
BUBAL
ROZZAL
HAGGET
PRENBOW
REGOAN
RHYPER
RITEL
FADORT
KODDER
SAMFEE
LONDOLS
BITAN
SAUPAR
SCIARTS
ZAIPULL
MOISON
FANTANCE
GARJAUNT
THIDEW
CHAULDER
MIDEPALK
VEGNAL
BUNVER
LASTAR
PRULLET
SOLPEAR
FLEAKAR
PRAFER
SPLANKAR
BLAPLE
FRIBLE
PLUTION
CHATIE
GLICKANG
FRIMICH
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Word

NoA

Nonword

Word

NoA

Nonword

STOPPER
STRANGER
STUDY
SUNSET
SUPPER
SURFACE
SURGEON
SYMBOL
TICKET
TIGER
TOURIST
TRACTOR
TRAILER

10
20
20
14
11
11
8
21
19
15
25
10
14

CLUPPER
STRENKER
FLOVY
ZUNPET
LONNAR
SARKACE
BANGEON
KYLDOL
NACKOT
COGAR
POURANT
GRICTER
BRAIZER

TRAVEL
TREASURE
TROUSERS
TULIP
TUNNEL
UMPIRE
UNCLE
UNION
VAPOR
WINTER
WITNESS
WOMAN
WORKER
WORRY

25
14
5
7
18
13
6
26
17
4
22
7
23
24

FROVAL
PLOUSURE
FROUPERS
LOPIP
BILLEN
ALPARE
ENCAL
UNSUP
NIPER
DANTUR
BOTNISS
REMON
FARKAR
WORNA
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APPENDIX D: EXPERIMENT 3 STIMULI
Picture Prime

Target Word

airplane
anchor
ant
apple
ax
bag
balloon
banana
banjo
barrel
basket
bat
bathtub
bear
bed
belt
bench
bike
boat
bomb
book
boot
bottle
bow
bowl
box
bra
bread
bridge
broom
brush
bucket
butterfly

jet
balloon
spider
peach
hammer
sack
wheel
pear
guitar
cabinet
shovel
housefly
sink
giraffe
sofa
whip
stick
skateboard
sailboat
missile
magazine
shoes
cup
celery
plate
shed
camisole
rice
peg
paintbrush
bucket
basket
moth

ConSim
Value
0.775
0.02
0.348
0.543
0.329
0.338
0.19
0.756
0.787
0.562
0.24
0.491
0.541
0.211
0.323
0.394
0.4523
0.505
0.578
0.644
0.368
0.62
0.34
0.025
0.534
0.466
0.548
0.534
0.276
0.455
0.436
0.441
0.627
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Nonword
bipple
bothete
boulking
brambone
broyon
buggoon
canth
chikel
chostle
crug
curk
fatpish
feskat
flander
fraw
frolinet
gardfoard
gork
griesers
harge
harkstipar
hoxar
hoy
hutchit
hyani
ikarado
ikron
inove
jash
jat
jousefry
jur
kae

Picture Prime for
Nonword (n=100)
seahorse
bird
palmtree
baby
monkey
snowman
feather
lightbulb
asparagus
hamburger
vase
man
sun
cross
priest
rollerskate
ladder
scale
tire
fire
globe
paperclip
glass
drawer
shower
dinosaur
girl
hand
telescope
kangaroo
trumpet
tv
match

Picture Prime
cake
camel
candle
canoe
car
carrot
cat
chain
chair
cheese
church
clock
comb
corn
cow
crab
crown
cup
deer
desk
dog
doll
donkey
door
dress
drill
drum
duck
eagle
elephant
envelope
fan
fence
flute
football
fork
fox
frog
giraffe

Target
Word
pie
horse
crayon
ship
hyena
yam
dog
key
stool
banana
chapel
marble
bag
lettuce
goat
shrimp
rocket
mug
moose
shack
cat
toy
deer
gate
skirt
pliers
trombone
partridge
falcon
buffalo
garlic
mixer
bench
clarinet
mushroom
spoon
cougar
toad
fawn

ConSim
Value
0.397
0.306
0.307
0.21
0.04
0.481
0.602
0.323
0.611
0.347
0.652
0.11
0.305
0.238
0.624
0.523
0.105
0.582
0.725
0.265
0.602
0.369
0.511
0.816
0.705
0.304
0.58
0.521
0.81
0.49
0.109
0.307
0.307
0.799
0.073
0.546
0.586
0.724
0.354
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Nonword
kattens
kear
kig
kog
krall
kuttle
lafa
laital
lomaro
lor
lortradge
luyar
marisou
meep
mossone
nackat
nong
noom
phad
phoidint
phramp
plockbard
ploert
poal
poantblush
pogozine
poilbeat
prale
rabinit
rauger
renena
rerble
rewn
ritan
rith
ruger
runisole
sask
shan

Picture Prime for
Nonword (n=100)
swing
fireman
lock
paper
witch
couch
pirate
firehydrant
genie
pinecone
lighthouse
fly
binoculars
coat
pitcher
skeleton
skirt
corkscrew
stoplight
rooster
purse
bone
arm
scorpion
map
dresser
egg
vacuum
wheelchair
ear
wig
woman
hat
sandwich
rhinoceros
trashcan
hanger
glasses
clothespin

Picture Prime
glove
grapes
grater
guitar
gun
hammer
harp
helicopter
helmet
hook
horse
hose
house
jacket
jar
key
kite
knife
lamp
lion
lobster
magazine
medal
microscope
mirror
mixer
moose
motorcycle
mouse
muzzle
napkin
octopus
ostrich
owl
paintbrush
pan
pants
peacock
pear

Target
Word
mittens
tomato
hatchet
banjo
pistol
screwdriver
harpsichord
whistle
apron
harpoon
donkey
gown
building
surfboard
bottle
hook
tricycle
machete
drill
tiger
crab
card
ring
tongs
jar
blender
caribou
scooter
fox
saddle
envelope
catfish
chicken
blackbird
broom
skillet
trousers
pheasant
avocado

ConSim
Value
0.683
0.616
0.536
0.787
0.802
0.48
0.898
0.245
0.259
0.304
0.518
0.249
0.489
0.035
0.726
0.23
0.121
0.757
0.148
0.607
0.757
0.28
0.402
0.136
0.229
0.779
0.806
0.635
0.337
0.205
0.355
0.376
0.514
0.568
0.455
0.844
0.758
0.669
0.708
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Nonword
shikach
shuven
skarp
sleetar
snoteloard
sonk
spalk
speel
sprawbraver
stader
suffali
tanporane
thies
thool
thup
tonks
tripyper
vait
vay
vilcan
vix
waftel
wokle
wottice
wug
yic
zape
zupkin

Picture Prime for
Nonword (n=100)
teapot
foot
butter
boy
rug
leaf
mailbox
shark
backpack
snake
cactus
sweater
saxophone
watch
goat
panda
firetruck
puzzle
iron
nail
gorilla
flag
ghost
toothbrush
flower
saw
stroller2
tree

Picture Prime
peas
pelican
pen
pencil
penguin
pepper
piano
pig
pineapple
pipe
plate
pliers
plug
pumpkin
pyramid
rabbit
raccoon
razor
refrigerator
ring
rocket
rope
sailboat
scarf
scissors
screw
screwdriver
seal
shell
shield
shirt
shoe
shovel
sink
skateboard
skis
skunk
sled
slingshot

Target
Word
spinach
goose
baton
table
crow
olive
keyboard
pony
tangerine
cigar
dish
clamp
banner
mandarin
cathedral
mink
groundhog
scissors
freezer
medal
crane
skis
yacht
chain
knife
bolt
wrench
walrus
hut
fence
blouse
boots
hoe
faucet
buggy
hose
raccoon
board
bazooka

ConSim
Value
0.611
0.708
0.312
0.227
0.499
0.302
0.719
0.402
0.547
0.248
0.672
0.578
0.037
0.404
0.215
0.51
0.468
0.597
0.603
0.402
0.304
0.203
0.298
0.228
0.715
0.511
0.589
0.544
0.235
0.242
0.737
0.62
0.604
0.235
0.548
0.22
0.496
0.276
0.237
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Picture Prime
snail
sock
spider
spoon
squirrel
stove
strawberry
submarine
swan
sword
table
tape
telephone
tent
tie
tiger
toaster
toilet
tomato
train
tripod
truck
turkey
turtle
typewriter
umbrella
unicycle
vest
wagon
walrus
whale
wheel
wheelbarrow
whistle
zebra

Target
Word
clam
shawl
cockroach
fork
chipmunk
toaster
raspberry
anchor
penguin
spear
barrel
screws
menu
trailer
jeans
hare
stove
bread
strawberry
ambulance
kettle
van
peacock
tortoise
rattle
shield
subway
jacket
cart
whale
seal
ashtray
trolley
finch
skunk

ConSim
Value
0.432
0.515
0.287
0.546
0.666
0.727
0.849
0.201
0.496
0.565
0.514
0.123
0.042
0.168
0.102
0.113
0.727
0.133
0.689
0.144
0.06
0.697
0.49
0.808
0.166
0.484
0.063
0.589
0.74
0.612
0.51
0.135
0.556
0.129
0.506
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